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Bus service available
For Conn. students
by Roseellen Sanfilippo
The New London City Council has consented to
reestablish a northern bus route in the city.
Designed to link the New London Ma II with the
Shopping Center, the route Will consist of the
following stops: the Lyman Allyn Museum on
Briggs Street, the Mall, the Shopping Center.
downtown, Union Station, Ocean Beach, and a loop
back to Briggs.
The bus will run Monday through Friday with
service beginning at 9:05 a.m. and continuing ByScoUDavill
hourly until 5:05 - there will be no departure at In a Pundit interview on
~:05. The fare will be 30 cents. Tuesday, October 28, Dr.
The decision to restore the route was made as a McKeehan stated that he has
result of pressure applied by the area residents. A decided to eliminate the
petition to that effect was brought before the "sleeper" program. That is, any
CounCil. The northern route had previously been student. who does not require theservices of the infirmary as a
eliminated bec.use it had attracted too few riders. patient, but rather wants a quiet
envirorunent for a good night's
Weekend seminar at Conn. ::;..~~be refused by the VJ-
To consid 'I The Director of the Health1 er women s ro e Services has reasoned that thereare more important reasons for
discontinuing the service than
those which justify its existance.
Dr. McKeehan feels that the
function of the infirmary is to
provide for the health care of the
college community, not to be
used as an alternative dor-
Connpcli(ut Volume 62, Number 7, 30 October 1975
Dr. McKeehan abolishes sleeper program;
Claims it is an unjustified service
widely read.
The morning worship in
Harkness Chapel on Sunday
November 2, will be led by the
Rev. Carter Heyward, one of
eleven women ordained to the
Episcopal . priesthood at
Philadelphia in 1974.
The Focus On Women Seminar
will also include various mini-
courses conducted by members
of the Connecticut College
community. "When I Grow Up
I'm Going to be Married", a role-
playing game developed by the
State of California Commission
on the Status of Woman, will be
presented in Harkness Chapel on
SUnday.
The agenda for the Focus On
Woman Seminar extends an
invitation to everyone who is
concerned about expanding the.
. opportunities for all woman to
participate fully in every area of
American enterprise. It is hoped
that men will be among the in-
terested participants.
mitory. Those students who
cannot sleep in the dormitory
because of the noise are advised
to work through proper channeIs
to reduce the noise. Those
students who are mildly anxiOWl
about an exam are instructed to
come to the infirmary outpatient
clinic for a "mild tranqulllizer"
ratber than an overnight stay.
The sleeper program was some
expense to the college, Dr.
McKeehan said, in that the heat
had to be supplied to the rooms,
(the heat Is presently being shut
off to unoccupied rooms). There
was also the expense of the linen.
In a later statement, Dr.
McKeehan said the program's
expenses are not that great.
There is also the problem of the
control of student admission, the
Director asserts. Dr. McKeehan
feels that it is untenable to have
students coming and leaving the
infirmary with no one's
knowledge. Tbere is the problem
of assigning rooms occupied by
sleepers to patients. Lastly, there
is the problem of supplying
breakfast to these casual visitors.
Dr. McKeehan arrived at his
decision after discussing the
issues with the infirmary staff
and nurses. After his decision, he
took up the issue with the in-
firmary Advisory Committee,
where no opposition was offered.
Altbough the Director h&'l never
seen the students of the collese 110
through a finals season, in the
light of p-esent information, he
has decided to eliminate the
p-ogram. Dr. McKeehan ex-
p-essed his desire to receive
student feedback about this or
any other aspect of the service of .
the infirmary.
Assembly rejects grievance committee;
F ears it would dilute effectiveness
by FraDcell Slack
A proposal for the establlahmnt
of a student government sub-
committee to serve as a
clearfn&howre In the hand!IJW
of students' grievances was
rejecied by Student A_mbly
last week. The maIn JllII'POll" of
the Grievance Board commlttee
would have been to advise and
guide students to the department,
committee or College ad-
minlatrator wbo would belt beIp
by StephaDie Bowler
Connecticut College will bost a
Seminar: Focus On Woman In
The '70's In Connecticut, the
weekend of November 1 and 2.
Theseminar is the culmination of
joint efforts by members of the
Connecticut College conununitv.
Connecticut College alumnl and
the Cohnecticut Humanines
Council. The two days activities
will take place in Cummings Art
Center.
The thrust of the collference
will focus on ~he stereotyping of
. sex roles early in life. Un-
derstanding that stereotyping
does exist, examining the impact
of it on women and recognizing
that change can occur through
legislation and the educational
processs will be topics of
discussion.
The Keynote Address,
"Policical Action As An in-
strument of Change", will be
given by the Honorable Gloria
Schaffer, Secretary of the State
of Connecticut and a probable
candidate 'or the Democratic
nomination for the U S· Senate.
Dr. Margaret Hennig, a
graduate of the Harvard
Business School and Joint
Director of the new Graduate
Program for women at Simmons
College will be joined by her
colleague, Dr. Anne J ardim, also
Co-Director of the Simmons
program, in a discussion of
"Career Development for
Woman in Administration." Dr.
Jardim, a native of Guyana,
graduated from the Harvard
Business School and served as
Ambassador to the United
Nations, Brazil and Venezuela
from her native country before
joining the faculty of the Harvard
Business SChool in 1972. There
she worked in collaboration with
Dr. Hennig on a research study
on Woman's Career Develop-
ment.
Ms. Caroline Bird, author of
"Born Female-The High Cost of
Keeping Women Down" and
"The case Against Colleges",
will speak on "Toward a Non-
Sexist Society". Ms. Bird has
been a member of the editorial
staffs of Fortune, Newsweek and
the New York Journal of Com-
merce. Her more than 200 ar-
ticles on economic and
socioloRical sUbj~ts have been -Caroline-BlrcI.------ _ -~_._-----"...,--
them with the\r 'l'art.\cular
p-oblema.
1')Ie proposal was defeated on
the groWlds that a Grievance
Board would dupHcate servlces
already offered by !be College
CouncH, lIIe JudJcIMy Board snd
by tbe Student Assembly.
Members of the AMembIy felt
that such duplIcation would dllute
Student Government's ef-
tectlveneas rather than expand It,
and that a Grievance Board, not
having any legal powers except
to adviae, would eventually
become a bureaucratic obstacle,
rather than an aid, for the
student.
RealIzing that mOst studenta
are unsure bow to take effective
measures toward reconciling
Ibelr complain"'. Ibe Slndmt
Aasembly reaolved to comple an
index Informlng $ldenta about
the reaourcea at lbelr dhrposal
77Je Index· would Include c0m-
plete information ... ""'0 to
"I'f1IYJ'8cb willi wiJfcb tn>e of
problem, and where lII8f -'
can be reacne<l. AccllI'lWI8 to
Student Govenunent Prealdent
Rick AlIen, the Index will be
available by January. He hopes
to enllat the belp of Houae
Presidents In Ita aaaemblage.
The Student AaMmb!y alao
decided to install suggestion
boxes In Cro and In the Poat
Office. Secrelary-Treaaurer Ken
Gardener, wbo will be In charge
of thls project, saYs the boxea will
be posted by next week.
Library gifts coming slowly;
Interest loans needed?
/
In response to a Pundit query
about the state of the library
fund, _William Churchill,
Secretary of the College, implied
that contributions were still
coming in, but at a slow rate. This
p-ompled a question as to why
construction was started before
aU the funds were raised. Ai>-
parently, it is standard practice
10 raise a certain portion first
from alumni who have the
financial capacity to be generous,
and to raise the balance needed
by the time the building is
completed. H the required funds
are not forthcoming, the college
will be required to borrow in
order to pay construction costs.
Interest of approximately
$200,000per year on these loans is
due once the library is complete
and functioning, a sum Mr.
Churchill indicated would not be
any real problem to raise.
At the p-esent time only 32 per
cent of the a1wnni is giving, and a
telethon ia in the prOCess of being
organized by Deborah ZiUy, the
rnrector of Annual Giving, to
hopefully boost alumni
generosity in the fonn of modest
amoun'" given regularly.
The sleeper program was good; we want it back
Dr. McKeehan has abolished the sleeper program. A
student who seeks to admit himself now, musf haw-
medical grounds. This means that once admitted, a
medical chart will bekept on him and the student will be
visited on rounds by a doctor or counselor. Formerly, a
student was admitted as a .$Ieeper If there was II free
bed, for lust a quiet night's sleep.
Dr. McKeehan sees these new regulations as a way of
offering an extended service to those who will now be
admitted. An extended service, Dr. McKeehan explains,
Is provided when the student is visited on morning
rounds, he will talk about the problem which
caused him to seek refuge In the ,Infirmary.
This assumes that'someone who needs a night In' the
infirmary has a problem In need of counselling. It Is
doubttul that the vast malorlty of these students needed
medical or psychlatrlccare. If Dr, McKeehan Is et-
tempting to reach the students who are truly In need of
help, this Is good; but, It should not be done at the ex-
penseof the student who needs only a good night's rest
away from the dorm.
Last year, the sleeper program was used by 102"
students. This number Indicates that the program was'
was not very great. Dr. Mckeehan himself
acknowledged that cost was not a malor factor In his
decision to make the rules more stringent.
the rules more stringent.
The fact that there Is so much noise In the dorms that
some students cannot sleep comfortably In their rooms
Is deplorable. The community must find a way to make
the dorms more liveable. Students must have the
courage to ask their neighbor to be quiet and the neigh·
bor must learn to respect that request. But so long as the
Quote of the Week
"You could hang a deer
In my office and I tell you,
/t wouldn't spoil." William
Churchill, Secretary of the
College and Ass/stant to
the PresIdent commenting
on energy measures In
Fanning Hall.
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dorms remain as they are, the student needs to know a
bed Is there If he needs It. The former sleeper program
offered a refuge when no other practical solutions were
available.
The Infirmary, above all, exists to handle students'
medical needs.Weare not asking that this be sacrificed.
Students seeking a nights' rest from academic and
social tensions on campus admittedly do not have
overwhelming medical need. But It seems no great
problem to service them and, In the long run, probably
acts as preventative medicine.
Although most students did not use the sleeper
program, It was reassuring for them to know It was
there If they needed It. When a studimfreaches a point of
fatigue, he Is In no mood to hassle the prerequisites for
admission and discharge at the Infirmary. All he wants
and needs Is a night of guaranteed quiet.
In the past, the students have not abused the sleeper
program. 'Considering this, we urge Dr. McKeehan to
reconsider his decision.
Vandalism and theft
Hurt usell
In view of the college's current financial situation, It
should not be necessary to ask for student cooperation In
keeping costs to a minimum. Vandalism and theft are
the most unnecessary and wasteful of student activities.
It need not be stated the damage that students cause
their own credibility by this behaviour, and only serves
to make our criticisms of the college budget Invalid and
absurd.
No one prefers drinking coffee from styrofoam cups or
eating soupwith a fork. Damaged furniture, rugs, and
fixtures are unsightly and hazardous as well as costly to
repair.
It is essential that students become more aware of
their surroundings, and become a little less selfish.
Return articles to the dining areas, living rooms, etc.
Thename of thief or vandal Is not a compliment.
-letters to the editors-
sleepers
To the Editors:
Dr. McKeehan's proposed
modification of the sleeper
p"ogram, ostensibly an "attempt
to meet the needs of the students"
at Conn., is in fact the elimination
of a program which was begun,
and has continued to serve the
best interests of the student body.
Dr. McKeehan states that the
purpose of the infInnary is "to
maintain health on campus
through treatment and
peevention." Yet he proposes to
eliminate a program which helps
students cope with the tension
and stress of donnitory life, and
p"events a student's potential
need for tranquilizers and
sleeping pills. Tension and in-
somnia resulting from stressful
living conditions apparently do
not qualify as health problems
with which tbe health· services
ought to deal.
Dr. McKeehan's position is that
the anxieties which result
from a competitive educational
atmosphere and close living
conditions ought to be treated by
the infinnary only when these
anxieties have built up to a point
at which he can consider them
bona (ide mental health
'JII"oIltems.~'M1e..-st'Jtha'*'ie
sleeper program be continued as
a preventative measure directed
against the build-Up of such
mental health problrmsas severe
depressions, nervous break-
downs, and even suicide.
Obviously, the coliege's poor
financial situation isa motivating
factor behind the proposed
e1imination of another student
service. Yet wouldn't it be less
costly In the long-run to continue
the sleeper program than to be
faced with extensive treatment of
students for the possibly severe
p"oblems which may result from
the discontinuation of the ser-
vice?
Sleepers are not under a
nurse's care and are not con-
sidered regular Therefore, they
require a minimwn of staff at-
tention and no medical services.
Since night _nurses must be on
dnty for ill patients who require
medical attention, and for
emergencies, there is no ad-
ditional nursing staff cosl ITDr.
McKeehan had considered the
p-ogram with a sincere concern
for the students, the possibility
might have occurred to him to
require each sleeper to change
his ownbed linen, thereby further
cutting the cost of the service.
'd•.D~j;K'lll!).."!).I\!~Q.l!~\!lS""th!t
all'lP~ o~!!I'A'" lia 10.
s
OP·ED
New students offer
feedback on Conn.
With the great majority of the
student body leaving the
smoldering wreckage of mid-
terms in its wake, and steeling
for the great nose dive into finals
in the weeks ahead, it appears
that the time is ripe to gauge the
sentiments toward Conn. of tbose
among us experiencing their first
taste of college life.
Exchanges with some fresh-
men and transfer students have
revealed that, for the most part,
these people are observant of and
concerned with their en-
viromnent, offering some very
specific criticisms and ap-
praisals.
The most recurrent theme
concerns the comparatively
smaIJ size of Conn., which fosters
what was termed an "intense"
atmosphere. One first year
student in Park stated; "I think
the students are forced to take a
larger initiative here than in a
larger school. If there is to be a
party, it has to be organied
among us, and spontaneously.
The same is true of student
government and other activities.
The power is much more densely
concentrated than at a larger
institution. And you have to keep
doing thingSl to avoid terminal
boredom; there aren't enough
distractions to keep you amused
without your initiative being
committed first."
Alarge number of students lind
the social aspects of CoCo
inadequate to meet the needs of
the school. There was frequent
of the term "suitcase school" and
allegations that people are forced
forced to flee the camous
for a litUe R. mid R: .
Conn. is also identified as an
institution of extremes, where
people work all week long and
then go out and "erase their
intellects" at Cro. As one girl put
it; "I couldn't go here for lour
years in a row, what with the way
it is, and no way to let off steam
moderately. Maybe I'll transfer
or take advantage of the ex-
change program. A lot of people
I've talked to are thinking of
transferring or something."
Academics also draw large
amounts of attention. People
seem to be surprised at tbe extent
of the work load, but accept it
more as a necessary evil than
anything else. There is concern
though, that work, in reference to
the overall scheme of things, is
weighed too heavily in many
instances. According to one
respondent; "People become
overly involved with school here
and neglect the other, equally
important, areas of their
development.
The new students indicate
generally positive feelings for the
school, in spite of the lIDavoidable
roommate hassels and a
collection of minor adjustment.
difficulties. Virtually everyone
commented on the distorted
social life, where' 'we get dressed
up to walk around with cocktails,
and be sociable, only to ignore the
next day, the people we spent the
evening with." Perhaps this
superficial nature was best ex-
pressed by one of the first
responses: "Oh, yeah, I was
really impressed with how
friendly everyone was. It lasted
two weeks, and now I'm left with
my work."
Observations of first weeks at Conn. :
Things look bright and busy
by David Jordan
Did anyone tell you before you
left the comfort of home that the
first stages of freshman life at
college would he rough? Well,
don't feel too badly. Nobody told
me either. Maybe that's the way
it sbould be, though. Too much
preparation for the experience of
college takes out the joy - and,
admittedly, the pain - of
discovery.
The eight weeks since Sep-
tember second are nothing but
blurred recollection, with
vignettes that stand out. The first
night, I remember the Freshman
Welcoming Party held in each
dorm. I remember the sad
loneliness of some and the
exuberant joy of others
especially the ones who didn't
come from the dorm.
Classes didn't begin for a whole
week after arriviog, but that
week seemed as hectic and
hurried as any since. I had been
expecting long periods of inac-
tivity. I stopped expecting that
sometime Wednesday morning.
Therewas never a dull moment:
pow-wows with my Student
Advisor, and any upper-classmen
who had an honest face (or more
importantly, a friendly one) over
courses; trips, activities, tours,
discussions, parties, meetings
and whatever held by This
Department or That Committee.
Sack-time never did arrive much
before midnight.
Routine things like eating
gained greater importance.
Living in the. Complex meant
dininginHarrisRefectory,lIDtilI
found enough courage (namely
in the past week) to venture u:
other dining rooms. The ex-
troverts, that first week, were
audible in their complaints of
mass-produced broccoli and
other culinary delights. Except
for a few minor complaints (like
the broccoli), I have to be fair
and say that Refectory food is not
that bad - quickly adding on the
qualifier, "for cafeteria food."
One thing that took a couple of
meals to get "USedto had nothing
to do with the food, and that is
girls in robes. I'm being perfecUy
Freshman upset' at college life
by Teri Dibble
Out the window the sky was a
cold slate. Winter was beginning
to settle its sullen mood on the
once-bright campus. The fresh-
man gazed at the featureless
grey. The fading foliage
deepened her melancholy.
Happier memories alternated
with innumerable impressions of
her first weeks in college.
Midterms had been taken;
finals were next. The pretty
pictures she had seen, the rosy
reports she had heard were just a
facade. A top-notch, first-rate
college, or so they had said.
Where would it get her? How
many years before her education
was forgotten or became 01>-
solete? Were all the academic
and psychological pr easures
worth it?
Studying took all her time. The
outside was a no-man's land
where the spectre of schoolwork
stood sentry, prohibiting the self-
appointed convicts from leaving.
For all s'lie 5fiiewi" iii' 'wlls
notmng else. Even tne reality of
home had been replaced by the
weekly stack of stamped and
cancelled bits of paper.
True, her family had heen
down one weekend, to inspect her
twenty thousand dollar in-
vestment. -
"How'd the test go?"
"Not too good, but I passed."
"Don't feel bad; remember,
you're in the top one per cent."
How often had she heard that? It
almost seemed to be used as an
excuse for failing. "But I was in
the top!" So you failed anyway;
what does it matter?
She had told her family she was
thinking of transferring; alier
all, this wasn't the only college
that had accepted her. They
encouraged her to remain,
reminding her that she was no
failure. Her family just couldn't
feel her frustration. How far
away were they: Four hundred
miles? Three thousand? All she
knew were the letters; without
'.faco,ltorop!@Ce, 4hey.,litolld'>'111
vicariou simages of her former
world.
Her world had changed; the
students around her were all
alike. There was no one she could
yet talk to in a personal manner.
There were only the letters from
her old friends, which seemed to
come less and less frequenUy.
Christmas lay ahead, and she
ached to return home. Her
scattered high school buddies
would converge for an im-
promptu six-month reunion, but
they would all be changed too, so
it really wouldn't be the same,
though it might be !lID if they all
wanted to live in the past, as she
did.
Alleasther guy would be there.
Yes, sbe wrote him often, even
ca1led a couple of times, but still
she couldn't soo him, except in
two-dimensional form in a
poorly-taken senior prom
snapshot, but it was priceless
anyway.
She 11\88 homesick, li!ld sick of
eoaIiJtlied aD pace elevea
frank, andl'm not trying to be too
funny. I don't have any slaters,
you see, so this was an entirely
new esperience for me, and
rather interesting at first.
I would go even further and say
that Harris is great. Where else
can you stand in line and listen to
the person in front of you ask the
cook if the roast beel hash is
Columbian? How many places do
you know that give you six parts
carbonation to one part Sprite?
Where else but in Harris can one
emerge from an evening meal
covered to the elboW with salad
dressing (from reaching in to get
the spoon), ice cream (from
reaching in to get the scoop),
chocolate (from ... well, you get
the picture).
Life in a dorm has to be ex-
perienced to be believed. Off-
hand, I can think of few op-
portunities other than a dorm
where one can sit in the comfort
of one's room and listen to the
Berlin Philharmonic compete
with the Grateful Dead in a Battle
of the Bands - conducted
simultaneously, of course. For
those out there who are Science
majors, I can well understand the
thrill of investigative research as
you try to discover what is in-
volved in the reproductive
'll
>
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processes of dust. (Let me %
caution you, though. Don't wind =
~ like the rolling waves of Long !"
Island Sound muttering some- 'll
thing about " ...worse than c:
rabbits.") Z
Well, Opening Week came and !2!
went, leaving 8 few confused :-t
laces, a few satisfied faces, a few
unhappy laces and about three :e:
thousand tired feet. You'd be 0
tired, too, if you had somebody !3
standing on top of you in lines for 0
hours on end) III
Suddenly it was the first day of III
class. Just as suddenly, the first :Ill
day of classes was over. And I =
was behind! The syllabus - u:
which never lies - said I was
behind! But I wasn't worried. I
had a woole semester. Well, half
of that semester is gone, and I'm
still behind.
No view of freshman life would
be complete without talking
about people. Having gone
through the experience of moving
and new scOOols, I know that it
takes a while just to meet people,
not to mention make friends. The
first few days consisted of half-
spoken greetings and looks in
another direction. The ice melts
slowly, but it does melt. Within a
couple ofweeks, names and faces
continned on page ileven
Odds and Ends i
Seniors assert themselves
Compiled by Miml Glnott
Along with the growth of
Connecticut College for Women,
came the 6lrowtb of class
dlstJncliClllS. FraB!Jmen, ~
morell, JunJors, and .enlol'B
all knew lheir places, not only
recognizing them but also taking
fruitful advantage of them. By
the time one rose to the state of a
senior, she merely used that
position to raise herself even
higher. Rights and privileges
found few limits and eventually
tradition lent itself to the
assertion and pride of one class
over all of the rest.
During the 1920's, the seniors
on Conn. reserved their own
place on the front page of the first
issue of the Connecticut College
News. In the issue of 1927, the
smior's colwnn begins:
"WE THE CLASS OF 1928 of
Connecticut College for Women
having, by virtue of three long
years of meek and lIDmitigated
conformity to the wishes of
relentless upperclassmen, finally
attained the goal of seniority,
bereby declare the rights and
powers of that exalted state. Be it
known to all and sundry un-
derclassmen that the following
delights and dilemmas sha\1 be
consideredas our ownJ inviolate,
to he observed by you with im-
punity, oonesty, and all good
will."
The rules which fonow insist
that seniors alone may wear high
beels, may enter the dining ha11s
before the other three classes,
and may reserve the first two
rows of any movie theater
downtown. No one but seniors are
allowed to sit on the steps of the
library or the gymnasium; and
during crowded gatherings,
anY!l!le uttering the word
"senior" wi1l jtain immediate
passage. On Sunday evenings,
seniors dine together in
Knowlton, alone and in silence.
Most importantly, during Ibe
winter, only seniors are allowed
to wear their golashes unzipped
and flopping down.
Although the seniors had the
basis of age and upcoming
departure, lor claiming distinc-
tive rights, the sophomores found
that they, too, were able to assert
superiority, if only over the
young and uninitiated freshmen.
In 1929, the sopoomores held a
meeting of all freshmen, in which
the president of the soJilomore
class announced the rules and
regulations of specified behavior
which the new class was required
to follow:
The freshmen must eourtsey
when spoken to by up-
perclassmen, must be prompt
with flIDny jokes whenever they
are requested, and must have
matches available for up-
perclassmen use in the tea house.
'The,' must bow to the soJilomore
banner when entering New
London Hall and must face the
banner whenever they leave the
hui1ding. Between seven o'clock
in the morning and live forty-five
in the evening, all freshmen must
wear the~ regulation uniform.
'This consisted of black cotton
stDckings, shoes with no bee1s,
green caps, scarves, hom rim-
med glasses, no jewelry wbat-
soever, and hair in braids.
By the year 1949, interc\US
relations were firmly
traditiona\ized by song. Among
the events which called lor class
sonl!<' were the moonlight sings,
led by seniors in capo and gowns,
on the evenings of each full moon.
QnMay 1,Senior Day, the seniors
sang the "Spring So!1ll" on the...........pqellS
Professor J~hn Knowlton, as
the .CCFS advisor, naturally felt
obliged to put an end to what had
every appearance of becoming a
lengthy debate when Mr. Allen
introduced a second speaker.
However, his interruption could
hardly be called "an obvious
challenge."
The Film Society understands
the importance of the issue in-
volved and was not adverse to
permitting an announcement.
However, the Society has a
responsibility to its patrons to
maintain a schedule of some sort,
and this responsibility must be
upheld. The incident and the
article are to be regretted.
Sincerely yours,
Abigail B. MacDonald
Treasurer- CCFS
letterstotheditors·-------------------
0'." ted frem .... e tw.
tile school ought ootID prOVIde"a
haven for students to escape to,
without even questioning the very
need for escape." The need for
escape is deminstrated by
student use of the senlce, as well
ss by the existing of the in-
Iirmary's own counselling ser-
vice. The statistics cited in
Pundit also demonstrate that the
service is oot ab .. ed by students.
The inflrmscy is often accused
on campus of oot serving the best
interests of the students, which
certainly is the very reasoo for its
existence. The elimination of the
sIeeper program will further
support this, and provide a
JrOcedentfor further cuthacks of
students services, justified as
this propal8l is, by contradictory
and invalid statements.
We wish Dr. McKeehan luck in
eliminating the pressure and
tensions of campus life and in
transforming the dormitories
into Shangri-La. He will certainly
need it. Until he manages to
accomplish this feat, however,
tile sleeper program is vital to the
peace ofmind and mental health
of the College Community.
Michele L. DeBiBschop (77)
Donna L. Reiley (77)
Margaret C. Erdman (77)
Jane H. Sammis (77)
Sheila Sounders (77) (I support
tile thoughts expressed in this
IlBper with the exception of the
first line of the last
Michele Lewis (77)
Beth Barry (77)
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discrimination
Dear Editor:
1 aee by ye_y's PUNDIT
that the laculty has decided,
among other changes in the
College calendar, to shift next
semester's registration from
Friday, January 23 to saturday,
the 24th. The faculty, of course,
recognizes that the religious faith
01. some students, like those of
Jewish, Seventh Day Adventists
and other Sabbatarian per-
suasions, forbid their registering
on a Saturday - their Sabbath.
Thus, the faculty has promised
that those who cannot register on
Saturday for religious reasons
will be able to register later,
presumably on the following
Monday, without penalty, that is,
without risk of being closed out of
classes.
After all, it would be unfair to
punish somebody for practicing
their religion by closing out
classes they need or want. On the
oilier hand, those who believe the
Sabbath should be celeb-ated on
Sunday must register on the new
day - Saturday - and run the
risk of being closed to some class
or other. In short, the new system
favors Sabbatarians over the rest
01. the student body. Some may
regard that as a form of reverse
discrimination, anda bit unfair to
booL Frankly, I tend to agree
with you. Indeed, I could well
understand a desire to cbange the
(new) system. Howevet, that
might take another campus wide
Forum on the Calendar - and we
have had enough 01. that, I think.
So the only other recourse is to
change yourself, for a few days at
least. I'm sure you can arrange
an honorary membership in tbe
synagogue, Seventh Day Ad-
ventist church or Sabbatarian
congregation of your choice. That
'O/8y, you \()o could register on
MoIlll8YW1t1l no fear 01. baving
courses closed out on you. You
don't have to worry about any
Jack 01. knowledge about your new
(booorary) faith, the registrar
says there will be no test 01.
religious beliefs. After all,
students are upected to follow
the Hooor Code. Anyway, you
won't be lying, you will be a
member, even if only for a while,
01. an appropriate faith 01. your
choice. No need to worry about
what your parents and friends
think of your new faith; alter
registration switch back to your
old one .
In any case, even if you are
stretching the truth a bit, it will
be for a good cause: getting the
courses you want to further your
own educational goals; and alter
all, wasn't it in order to pennit
students who needed more time
to further their education that we
got into this mess of changing this
term's calendar and next
semester's registration day.
By the way, if you need any
help in arranging your con-
version, I'd be glad to help where
I can.
Sincerely,
Yakov Avram Choref
Box 5736
advantages
Dear Sir,
I am writing in response to the
article "Psych grad program
raises questions," which 8P~
peared in the October 16 issue of
the Pundit. Itwould appear, from
the article, that there are a few
misconceItions concerning the
psychology graduate and the
Teaching Assistantship
programs.
Contrary to the information
presented in the article, the
qualities of the Teaching
Assistantship (T.A.) program
and the research conducted do
not conflict either with each other
or with the undergraduate
program. As was pointed out by
Dr. MacKinnon, the graduate
program provides a better
quality of instruction by at-
tracting faculty who might not
want to teach in an only un-
dergraduate program.
Having a strong graduate
program also provides many
good opportunities for an un-
dergraduate to gain some real
experience by doing actual
research. In Bill Hall, there is
always research being conducted
that may have originiated from
an undergraduate, a graduate, or
a faculty member. Doing
research of thiskind also provides
a very real opportunity lor an
undergraduate to get his
research published in a journal.
In the psychology program, not
all graduate students are T.A.s;
nor are all T.A.s graduate
students. The Teaching Assistant
Program provides many tangible
benefits far the Psychology-
Department and the graduate
students involved as well as the
undergraduates. Because of the
large numbers of students who
take the Introductory Psychology
course and the Qualitative
Methods course, more than one
instructor is needed per course. If
graduate students weren't hired
to teach the labs, the department
would have to hire at least one
more full·time teacher. For
example, there are all"
----_. __ ~ I_I_~.
pranmately one hundred and
twenty students, with six lab
sections for the Intro Psych
course. The graduate students
who are iDvolvedin this program
also gain esperience in teaching.
The other side of the issue
involves the competency of
graduate students to teach the
lab sections. My experience has
been that the teaching assistants
are fully qualified to do their job.
They introduce students to some
of the techniques involved in
Psychology. By the time a
student has finished the intro
courses, he is familiar with many
phases of Psychology; from
statistical analyses to operant
conditioning. By the time most
T.A.s are graduate students, they
have had a great deal of this
material in practical experience,
such as conducting their own
research.
As a contrast to the research
teams on the fourth floor of Bill,
the article mentioned a graduate
teaching assistant teaching a lab
and attempting "unsuccessfully
to answer an undergraduate's
question." No one has an answer
to every question that is raised
and graduate students as well as
faculty are no excertion. For one
thing, not all ..the answers are
known and questions posed by the
undergraduates may very well
serve as a basis for further
research. Graduate students are
very famillar with methods of
obtaining answers to questions
and are more than glad to help
students find answers to their
questions. As a rule, if a graduate
student does not know the an-
swer, he will tell you so and try to
find a suitable one. Graduate
students (T.A.s) have more time
to help students find answers to
questions, or explain difficult
points than would one full-time
teacher trying to deal in-
dividually with 120 students.
Ihave tried to point out some of
the many advantages of having a
strong graduate program. If the
graduate program is cut, it will
be the undergraduate program
that suffers the most in the long
run.
Sincerely yours,
Paula L. Frost
touchy
To the EdItor:
The article in the last issue of
Pundit entitled "What do you
know about birth control?"
requires clarification in a few
areas. This is important since the
Sludent Health Service feels so
strongly that more and correct
information on this subject must
reach all students who want or
need it.
When asked for the interview, I
was delighted because I felt it
was an excellent opportunity to
reach those students who do not
know what we have to offer or
how to obtain it. I.assumed that
this important and sensitive
subject would be correctly
reported
The opening paragraph of the
article makes no sense - a poor
beginning. Had it been started
with "Inspite of -" rather than
"In view of -" it would have
been understandable. Your
reporter read this from the paper
and she maintained it was
correct as is.
The next error is a misquote.
Your reporter quotes me as
31' e t:H.l r~.1,)-J18" .~j~il9tf. vjJi:m~
Dear Editor:
How many members of the
student body, faculty and staff of
Connecticut College are aware
that an academic department
chairman, a full-time assistant
professor and a full-time ad-
ministrative assistant share one
office - barely larger than most
women's lavatories on campus?
Many persons have trouble
even finding the Dance Depart-
ment office. Room 302 is on the
third floor of Crozier-Williams in
the back of the East Studio,
where classes are in session from
9:00 a.m.-5:15 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
During the seven years since
the dance program was taken out
of PE and established as a
separate academic department,
Martha Myers (chairman of the
Department) has requested -
unsuccessfully to date - that she
be given a privaie office in
Crozier-WilliBms. The Depart-
ment has been asked why the
chairman's office could not be in
another building. Is the Art
Depariment chairman's office in
Winthrop the Theater
Department chairman's office in
Crozier? Are the Phys Ed offices
To the EdItor: in Cummings?
This letter is written in . As administrative assistant in
response to the erroneous the Dance Department last year,
reporting manifested in the ar- I can vouch that a separate office
ticle printed by PUNDIT for the chairman is strongly
regarding an incident which needed to relieve the cramped
occurred at a film showing by the space now shared by all
Connecticut College Film Department stalf - which in-
Society. cludes three part-time teachers,
First, it should be pointed out five guest artist lecturerss, two
that the Film Society is spon- graduate teaching assitants and
sored by the Art History three musicians in addition to the
Depariment, but its funds are full-time stff. I olten needed a
derived solely from admission quiet retreat while trying to write
sales prior to each film and not a report or calculate budget
from any department. It is a non- figures over the din of electric
profit organization and all funds guitar or drum accompaniment
are used to cover operating costs to classes in the Studio.
and future film rentals. Correspondence was always
R di backlogged because the
egar ng the specific in- proximity of the office to the
cident, on the evening of October Sludio msde it almost impossible
8th Rick Allen, President of the
Student Government, was for Mrs. Myers to dictate letters
granted permission to make an without constant interruptions.
If the Chairman needed a place
announcement to the audience .
before the film concerning the to meet with prospective majors
calendar issue. He was not ex- (group auditions are held three or
four times a year)' and other
peeled to deliver a speech or to guests to the aepartment or have
start a panel discussion. Mem- a confidential talk with a major,
bers of the audience not con- we had three choices: 1) they
nected with the college or its. talked in the other comer over
issues were understandably my typing,) I wandered around
perturbed at this interruption of the building for a while, or 3) they
their evenings entertainme!'t as went elsewhere (the balcony over
was .attested to by .audlence the gym, the Main Lounge, etc.).
reaction d,;",mg the incident and Faculty members would use a
~~~ ~~l~~' ~H.l ~ JU':t. •.r.J"lJJlIl.':".o ,conllnuedon paJe twelve
,Il~.,. .. 9lill4l uo b,nllitJlO'.) adl 01 bsbba llllW nwbCUo"!omOlU
having said tbat when I arrived
at Connecticut College a year ago
I believed that the students were
better informed on the subject of
contraception than I was. I can
envision a shy student being
torned off right there. What I
actuslly said was that I believed
the students were better In-
formed on the subject than they
really were. Knowing now that
many are not as knowledgeable
as I had thought is the basis lor
the effort at publicity at the
present time.
As for IUD's, the article
correctly implied that the
Student Health Service does not
olfer this method 01. protection.
Those students who may want
this method will have to go
elsewhere. Ihave never referred
a. student to " - a doctor at
Lawrence and Memorial
Hospilsl" for this kind of at-
tention.
The subject of abortion was
adequately reported except for
the statement that I had said
abortion was a dangerous
procedure, without qualification.
I did say abortion is a serious
surgical procedure and that even
in competent hands there is some
risk. As an illustration, I tried to
esplain to your reporter that
open-heart surgery is an example
of a dangerous procedure without
qualification. Let's not frighten
those women who are already
terribly upset by telling them
that what they want and must
have is a dangerous procedure.
I regret the necessity for this
letter, but the subject is too
important to allow unclear in-
fonnation and confusion to go
uncorrected.
Finally, your reporter com-
mented in our conversation alter
publication "it is my word
against yours." Taping in-
terviews would indeed eliminate
that kind of unpleasantness.
Sincerely yours,
Gordon Murphy, M.D.
stifle
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Infirmary renovation plans accepted;
More space and more privacy
by MImI Glnolt one." He said that he un-
Recognizing the need for each derstands the need for new
doctor in the infirmary to have facilities.
his own examining roOO1, Dr. According to Mr. Knight there
Frederick McKeehan has have been three plans of
requested a project of renovation renovation under consideration.
which involves moving the offices . Plan A, which was Dr.
of both Mrs. Mollie Brooks and McKeehlll)" original request,
Mr. Burt Gunn, the mental health entailed the insertion of a door
counselors, downstairs to the into a wall which contained heat
lower level of the infirmary. radiators, plumbing, and elec-
Mr. Leroy Knight, treasurer trical curcuits. The treasurer felt
and business manager of the tha t the recircuiting of
college, said in response to Dr. mechanical service. made the
McKeehan's request, "I see his request a very expensive one.
judgement a' a fully acceptable Plan B involved the insertion of
one." He explained that the a door into a blank wall, making
school now has a new physician it a much less complicated and
"with a different style of expensive procedure. This plan
operation from the previous could be carried out by the
Electric Boat and union
Reecboitel compromise
by ROBeEllen Sanfilippo
A major breakthrough in
negotiations on all noneconomic
issues involved in the Metal
Trades Council strike at Electric
Boat has been announced from
Washington D.C., where the talks
continue.
Negotiation. in the ll1-week-old
strike had previously been
deadlocked over Article 40, Work
Practices and Assignments. The
management of General
Dynamics-Electric Boat had
been unwilling to compromise on
their attempt to institute in-
terchangeability into the
shipyard; they presented the
union with a "take it or leave it
proposal." TIlis proposal, which
would pave given management
unchecked power over work
assignments, was part of the
company'. effort to cut down on
idle time and thus increase
productivity.
The MTC president, Anthony
DeGregory, refused to discUSS
any economic issues before the
problem of Article 40 was
resolved. He submitted various
compromise proposals on this
article to management - all <i.
which had been flatly turned
down tmtil now.
The tentative settiement on
Article 40 allows for the wording
which appeared in the expired
contract to remain. This will
safeguard "current practices in
regard to work assignments and
operations that have been in
effect tmder the 1968 to 1972
agreement."
The agreement al.o states that
"It is the intentions of the parties
to discuss change. in current
practices which may be proposed
by either party and which are
reasonably designed to improve
productivity without infringing
on fundamental craft-union
principles." The previous
assertion by management
enabling them to reassign
workers to "incidental work"
doe. not appear anywhere in the
new proposal.
Further stipulations in the
agreement point to a williogness
on both sides to cooperate with
each other in attempts to achieve
a COllUDonobjective - "con-
tinuing to be the best .uhmarine
builders in t~, world.::"..A.
memorandum was added to the
article stating that both
management and the union had
agreed to new commitments in a
"good faith effort to improve
productivity."
These new commitments are: a
company effort to "improve its
methods, processes, scheduling,
planning, and trainiog within the
occupational titled, facilities,
tools and to maintain adeq nate
manpower and equipment in
order to be more productive."
Tony DeGregory had earlier
charged that 95 per cent of the
idle time in the yard was created
by the company's inefficient
methods in dealing with the
above areas, and that if they
were corrected there would be no
reason to violate craft distinc-
tions with job reassignments.
The Union's commitment
provides that it refrain from any
"unreasonable delays in the
completion of an employes
assignment in a common-sense
manner without unrealistic
restrictions."
Any possible reas.ignments to
increase productivity will be
discus.ed at hi·weekly meetings,
and mu.t comply with the
memorandum's statement of
commitments.
The.e newly agreed upon
meeting., which are an effort to
increase communications in
laboMllanagement relAtiOns,will
be attended by the company
directors of operations and in-
dustrial relations; among them
J.D. Pierce, General Manager:
and George W. Ro08, Director of
Labor-Industrial Relations. The
MTC president (elections are
being held in December), and
other union relll'esentallves will
also attend these meelings.
Economic 188ues
Remain Un.ettled
The MTC'. original economic
proposal ouUining a 6ll-per-cent
wage advancement over the
contracl's1hree-year period was
natiy refused by the company. As
negotiations on econonuc lSSues
continued in Washington, both
the company and the union began
to worl< towards a compromise
proposal.
The last proposal .ubmitted by
the union requested a 2l).per-ccnt
increase for the first year of the
contract. For the second and
conttnued on page seven
school's own crew, without the
need for contracting other
workers. The request or new
furniture, rugs, and curtains was
turned down.
Mr. Richard Ingersoll, director
of physical plant, said that the
changes incorporated in Plan C
"are estimated to cost 700
dollar s," These changes are the
installation of florescent lights
into rooms 203 and 204; the
repainting of rooms 106 and 108
on the lower level; and the
construction of a partition, with a
fully insulated door in the
di.pen.ary. Although Dr.
McKeehan Sllid that he doe. not
expect the work to begin until
Christmas vacation, Mr.
Ing.... oll said that he Iswilling to
begin before that time "only if
they want us to."
Once the work Is completed,
Dr. McKeehan will retain his
present office and will use Mrs,
Brook's office as his new
exarnioing room. Dr. Murphy
will also retain his office and will
have full use of the examining
room which the two doctors are
presently sharing. Mrs. Peter-
son, the infirmary secretary, will
move into Mr. Gunn's office and
Mrs. Peterson's present room
will be used for giving allergy
shols. The partition will be taking
the place of the curtain in front of
the diSpensary examiniog room.
That room will then he used for
physiotherapy and as the nurses'
office.
Mr. Knight said that the final
plan was a compromise of Ua
better result with a smaller
expenditure of dollars. II He
added' "What we intended to do
was to provide each of the
Ply.icians with an examining
splice and to provide splice for
counseling in a place other than a
public corridor."
Survival will sponsoran Environmental Art Show
of student works In CroMain Lounge, November 16
through November 20, In an effort to recycle ole!
thought I-to new environmental awarenesses.
"Eny.Jronmental art" has been divided Into two
categories: Art made with materials from the
environment - found objects, native materials,
etc.: and works which show appreciation or con-
cern for environmental quality - phofographs,
paintings, drawings. Monetary first and second
prizes In each category will be awarded to the
works to be fudged environmentally as well as
aesthetically. If you have any questions about
content or wish to enter any "environmental art"
please contact Survival, coo Linda Staehly, Box
1291,Freeman Dorm, before Monday, November
10.
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Chief O'Grady discusses
Security operations
by tawrence Walters gatehouse although they also do
When the budget revision. 8OO1epatrolling. One of these
were made Security was one of men is a sergeant and commands
the tmfortunate departments to the security operations from 4:00
receive less money. p.m, until midnight. Also at this
Francis P. O'Grady, Director time there are 2men patrolling in
of Security, was forced to remove the cruiser, and one foolpatrol
a footpatrol (one man) from the walking around the north cam-
west side of campus. Security pus.
was working with a bare From midnight tmtil 8:00 a.m.
minimum of men before the the security force totaIa 4. The
budget cut; they are now faced night operations are supervised
with the task of providing their by a corporal in the gatehouse,
services as efficiently as possible with 2 men patrol in the cruiser,
with even less men on the force. and 1 footpatrol walking the
Mr. O'Grady say. that a large ~tire campus.
percentage of the security'. time Even thougll Mr. O'Grady has
is spent "opening and locking been forced to operate on the
doors for students." same budget he had in 1973-1974,
Even though Mr. O'Grady i. he is hopeful and. "~,OtCsees
rot particularly worried over lhe possible mone~ cotnl.l\l!, In lhe
possible event" nf tomorrow future. Our d\rec\or ot secur\ty
evening's Halloween; he say. feels that he would rather spend
you "just have to expect it." the necessary money to provide
-As the situation stands now, ample protection for the entire
there are 2 men on the day shJft; campus, tnen to have the.college
tickets cars whUe the other possibly confronted WJth aD
on;;. Is' the~... In the Isle enormous bill for rep"Jrs of
::;re::,oo':: there are 5~en on duly vanda~m caused by inadequate
_ 2 are stationed in the proteclion.
Jazz concert ticket sales progress;
Audience conduct concerns promoters
By Keith Ritler
The plans for the Return to
Forever concert seem to be
progressing well, according to
the promoters, and all indications
are that the show will be a suc-
cess.
The concert, scheduled for
Friday, November 21, features
an evening with Chick Corea,
Lenny White, Stanley Clarke and
AI DiMeola. Ticket sale. on
campus were good and seemed to
indicate that students at Com.
College really would support a
rock concert on campus. The
average participation rate by the
student body in any "on campus"
event is usually 11>-20 per cent.
Howev... , it has been estimated
that between 30and 40per cent of
the students on campus will be
attending the concert This is
enclRlraging because this takes
SOOle of the pressure off the
promoters to make this show a
financial success.
"We're still planniog on a sell-
out but even if we lose money, the
.administra lion will still-consider
more shows, I' said one of the
student committee members. \
"They don't mind spending
money on the students, of course,
provided they know th~t ~tudents
really are interested m thIS sort
of thing. The campus ticket sales
left little doubt about student
interest. "
The biggest worry now Is the
behavior of the audience at the
concert. In an October 3, letter to
the student body, the Concert
Committee tried to explain to
students why there could be no
smoking or drinking in the
Auditorium. However, since
close to a third of the audience Is
expected to be from off campus, a
problem may develop. Security
for the concert will be tight but
unoppressive. However, the
student.usher. will have to en·
force the rule •.
"We're counting on peer
pressure and people'. in·
tellegence . to restrict the
smoking" said The Buzzard,
"and h~pefullY there won't be
any hassles." "The example of
last Saturday's party at which
one person ruined the night for
everyone will, I hope, deter
people from tbe sort of behavior
which will again keep rock
concerts from this campus,"
added Keith Ritter.
Ticket. lor the crocert are on
sale at the Palmer Box office
Monday.Friday, 2:30 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. The promoters advise that
there are very few choice .eals
left, althlRlgh no seatin Palm ... Is
really bad.
ATTENTION: SENIORS
Any senior who wishes to have a personal
photograph Included In thl$ year's Kolne must
submit their picture by November 5 to Box 821.The
photograph must be a 5" x 7" black and white
glossy print. ThE'student's name, box number, and
malor must be printed on the back of the picture.
.Submltted photos cannot be returned. Further
questions should be directed to Bernard McMullan,
Box 821.
-
8-1- GETuch-Inland Rally
A national teach·ln on the B·l Bomber and
General Electric's Interests un the prolect will be
held Saturday, November 1,from 10:00e.m, to 1:00
p.m. at the Newman Center of the University of
Bridgeport. During lunch (bring your, own) the
slide presentation, "The Supersonic Swing Wing
Swindle" will beshown. Participants In the teach.ln
may opt to loin a rally at the General Electric
Headquarters Saturday afternoon, directly
following the teach·ln. The teach-In-rally Is being
sponsoredby STOPTHE B-1BOMBER: NATIONAL
PEACE CONVERSION CAMPAIGN of the
American Friends Service Committee and Clergy
and laity Concerned. For more Information,
contact Janet Noves, Box 1322.
..
New London Shorts)(iii..e:
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Raymond P8r1ab II: Pine. This,
!bey claim, would enable tile free
flow al Irafflc tbrwgh Bank St.
odo Water Slreet. They have also
lUlllIesled !bat Eugene O'Neill
Drive be -ezteoded to Tilley
Slreet.
1beIe proposals .. ere among
several pill before lbe downtown
buslneamen at IaJt Wedneaday's
aty Council meeting. Michael
Weiner, a spokeJlD8n for the
firm, said, "I WllIlt to make It
dear that lheJe are only con-
cepta. They are not plans ."
Weiner esplained that eacb of lbe
proposals .. as designed to
alleviate Irafflc problems and to
create added parking spaces in
the area
According to a reporter from
lbe Day, lbe proposals were not
very well received by lbe twenty
or so businessmen. One of tbe
men, Frederic A. Hiller, who is
also lbe chairman of lbe Citizen's
Advisory Committee, asked if lbe
firm couldn't bave come up wilb
something more modest.
When asked for cost estimates,
Weiner, slated lbatlbey .. ere not
yet available. The Bank Street
redevelopnent projeel is ex-,
peeled to be funded by monies
from lbe community develop-
ment funds.
Employee's Pay Raises
Earlier this monlb tbe city's
Public Works Union and firemen
picketed City Hall to protest tbe
promotions and increases in pay
of several secretaries and clerks
01 lbe Parks nd Recreation,
Water and Real Eslate Depart-
ment.
As a result of Ibis union
pressure, lbe City Council bas
decided to reve ...e its previous
stand on the malter. It voted 3-2
in fBvor of withdra wing lbe
promotions and'to furlber study
lbe situation.
According to C. Francis
Driscoll, City Manager, tbe
e.--lIen1ees Get Graal
The National Cancer Inl¢il!de
awarded the Colllleclicul slate
Depm1meot of Heallb an II-
molib, '180,000 grant to study
ComectJcul bMllb services in
regll'd to cancer patients and
their needll.
As a resuIt of Ibis grant, ap-
promoately lbirty social
WOIten. bMlllH:are provide ....
and cancer-care volunteers
rectIIl1y attended a meeting beld
at La .. rence and Memorial
HoopItaIs. The PI8'po8e of lbe
meeting .. as to organise a
"comprehensive. statewide study
al cancer IIClivIties, care and
needI.,t
Tbe chief investigator and
consultant for lbe study. Dr.
Barbara Cbristine, told lbe Day.
"Tbe study .. ill Include all
aspects of cancer care, from
prevention and early delecllon to
making lbe poolic aware of
avallable social services and
.inJurlng a life wilb dignity after
tile discovery of cancer."
SlIer Cbarled iD SIIooliDg
City Manager C. Francis
Driscoll. announaced last
Wednesday lbat Patrolman
Clayton Sizer ... ho had surren-
dered blmself to lbe State's Al-
tomey's office. bas been charged
wilb first-degree manslaugbter.
According to County Delective
Robert J. Papp, Sizer surren-
dered after EN. Ill'vB) died 01. a
bead wound inflicted by a bullet
from lbe patrolman's revolver.
Sizer and his parlner, Patrolman
Jamea JSlllll.uel, .. ere pursuing
D'Arcy when lbe shooting 0c-
curred; D'Arcy .... said to be
naked at the lime of tbe fatal
sbooling.
Mere street a.a.ges PropGRd
, A propossl to level ap-
prCllimale1y a dozen buildings at
lbe downtown end of Bank Street
and Stale Street' bas been an-
nounced by lbe Redevelopment
Agency's consultants, Le.,
prOlllOtiQIIJwere -agreea upon as
an effort to correel disparities
wilbin lbe deparlment; lbe
employees in question have been
fulfilling duties elllran eous to
lheJr stated jobs.
Teadlen to ReceIve Pay Ia·
creases
The Ne.. London Educallon
Associstion recenlly presented a
proposal to lbe Board of
Education providing for tbe
distribution of a 7.5 ""r cent in-
crease in salaries. This proposal
.... passed by lbe board on a 4-3
vole.
According to tbe propoaa!, lbe
distribution allbe f248,OOO among
the city's 396 teachers ..ould
involve increases of 6.5 per cent
allbe boltom of lbe pay scale and
a malllmlllJl Incre .. e of 8.6 per
cent at lbe top. Tbe ad-
vancements .. ere made on tbe
basis of tbe individual teacber's
e~rieilce.
Translated into dollars and
cents. Ibis .. ould mean that lbose
leacbe ..... ith lbe least amount al
esperience can espeel an In-
crement of '705 .. bile lbose most
experienced will receive a '1.800
increase. An advancement of 12
per cent was, however, awarded
to two al lbe city's leacbers -
bolb bave master's degrees.
.,:
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Smoking and Food?
Vote this week
By JoelySeb.. artz or prohibit smoking in lbeir in-
The results of lbe student dividual dining rooms during
smoking referendlllJl in .. hicb weekdays. The decision of eacb
students voled on wh.rtber or not dorm will be binding. and any
lbey .. anted" to limit or prohibit violationof lbe rule sball be
smoking in lbe campus dining brougbt before tbe House
rooms .. ere announced at tbe Council.
last ~eeting of lbe Student According to Janet Pugb, Vice-
Assembly. A total of 768 students President of Student Govern-
voled, 330 al .. bom .. anted to see ment, it has not been lboroug~ly
no limitations put on smoking resolved bow It WIll deCIde
privileges. Also. 295. students .. betber or not Harris Refectory
voted to prohibit smoking, .. bile will be open to smokers on
143 voled lbat smoking be limited we~kends;
iII some manner. A motion was also passed tbat
A motion was p.. sed at tbe prohibited smoing in tbe Stud~nt
meeting tbat eacb dorm vote on Government room, durmg
whether or notlbey want to limit student Assembly meetIDgs.
Assertive seniors----------
continued from page three
steps of lbe Chapel at 7 a.m. In
the spring, a competitive sing
was beld on lbe library steps.
Each class, dressed in .. hite,
marched in step to lbeir class
song and their original so~,
judged on tbeir perfonnance,
percenlage of class attendance,
and qualily of the song and
music.
At lbe moonlight son!lll, eacb
class was required to reply in
song to lbe songs of tbe seniors.
One moonlight sing, during lbe Hail to lbe Seniors, givers of
sdlool year of 1949 to 1950 migbt light.
have sounded something like We'll have no others, so let our
this: molto be,
Senio... : "Follow lbe Seniors lbrough
Ha! We need no explanation C.C."
We explain our situation, Senio... :
For we are sophisticated Oh, we are lbe Seniors of C.C.
And most bigbly educated. Wilb conscience as .. bile as lbe
We've had Ec. and psychology, 800",
Lit and compo and philology; We sit on lbe brink of dam-
W;'re lbe affBble, sensible, nation, damnation
capable, lovable And spit on lbe Juniors belo...
Sen-i-<>rs Sing Tiroli iroli eddi,
We demand our rights and Sing Tiroli iroli a
rages , Sing Tiroli, iroli eddi i eddi,
And our senior priveleges, Sing Tiroli iroli a.
And if others stride lbe curbing Junio ... :
'Pon my .. ord, 'lis most Oh, we are the Juniors of C.C.
disturbing Witb conscience as black as lbe '
We're lbe first to board lbe Coals
trolley We sit in lbe pit of damnation,
Or .. e kno.. just why, by golly, damnation,
We're lbe afta ble. sensible, And envy lbe Seniors lbeir
capable, lovable swls.
Sen-i-<>rs Sing Tiroli iroli edd!,
Freshmea: Sing Tiroli iroli a
Hail to the blue! Wail to lbe Sing Tiroli. iroli eddi i eddi,
while! Sing Tiroli iroli a.
Expletive causes--
tWO-weeksuspension
by Jody Scb .. artz Wl,;Nl .. ben a disc jockey uses an
Keilb Ritter, program director obscenity is to Iring him before
for campus statim WOO, had his lbe board of lbe radio station.
air priveleges suapended for two Though Mr. Ritter believes that
.. eeks after he uttered an ob- in light of the circumstances be
scenily during his 10:00 p.m.- should not have been suspended,
12:00 midnight show October 9. be acknowledged that the board
According to Mr. Ritter, be was meeting .... bandied fairly.
silting down .. ben, at ap- stuart Coben, .. ho conducted
proximately midnight, WCNI lbe meeting, stated tbat lbe
General Manager Stuart Cohen board decided that. in spile of lbe
gra bbed and tickled him from circumstances, Mr. Ritter .. as
behind, Mr. Ritter bad earlier responsible for bis actioDS,
been injured in a football,game, WCNI president Jack Blossom
and the pain he felt at being lenned lbe incident "regret-
touched caused him to excIsim lable," and ssid that "no one was
"f-" over lbe air. completely right or completely
Mr. Ritter esplained that the wrong."
, ,-standard.procedm:e ..,laken oby 10 ,.' , .. , " :
"Nothing is ,more precious than
Independence and freedom"
Vielnamese withdra .. a1 .... so
rapid lbat many tanks and olber
military equipment .. ere left
abandoned in lbe middle of main
streets. Allhougb lbe PRG and
Norlb Vietnamese soldiers
moved in within two hours allbe
Saigon surrender, lbe traditional
march of the victorious army had
to be cl8'lailed due to lbe ob-
structions.
MIxed reactions
The people's reaction to the
soldie... .... mised. There .. as
botb jubilation and disapo
poinlmenl, but generally lbere
.... the non-polilical reaction of
confusion and fear. However. the
Qulnn-Judges observed that wilb
most people fear .. as replaced by
curiosity. and lbat most even-
lua1ly joined in to ceIetrate tbe
change.
After April 30, people turned in
lbeir guns, took off tbeir
lJIifonns, and thre .. a .. ay their
LD. carda. "They got a receipt
for lbeir glJl .... said Paul Quinn-
Judge, "and were told to go home
and live peacefully." Even some
Buddhist monks participated in
disarming lbe troops, be 1Il\id.
Many demonstral,loll8 .. ~
celetrations lbat follo.. ed callea
for a peaceful and unified nation.
Everywbere slogans and banners
proclaimed tbe ne.. molto:
"Nothing is more precious than
independence and freedom."
There .... also a ne.. sense al
hostility. as Paul Quinn-Judge
put it, to "foreigners wilb more
money than sense."
Many ne.. changes have come
about as a consequence of tbe
change in political regimes.
Urbanization, forced upon lbe
people by the actions althe Soulb
Vietnamese and U.S. govern-
ments. bas been reversed.
Refugees .. ho once sought
protection In Saigon from
bomWIg raids, are moving back
to lbeir bomes in lbe countryside.
Many, ironically, are laking tbe
journey bome In Dodge buses
once furnished by lbe U.S. to lbe
Tbieu government.
South Vietnam, a country of
fertile land, w1ll beeome agrarian
and riclHlsporling again. Until
recenlly. tbe .. ar and its
disturbances on people'slives led
South Vlelnam to depend 00 rice
from other countries.
, ... tIpped .. Ne eleva
On October 14. a busband-wife
team fromlbe American Friends
Service Committee who recently
returned to lbe United Slates
spoke aboutlbelr two year stay in
South Vietnam. The couple gave
lbeir lmpressions of recent
developments and changes in the
country since lbe officla1 U.S.
wilbdra .. aI and col1apae alTbieu
govenmeot last ApriL
Paul and SopbJa Quinn-Judge.
directors of a rebabilitation
center for Vietnamese .. ar In-
jured in Qnang Ngai. aid that
they never especled to see a
change al &Ilvernmenl in South
Vlelnmi: However. lbey noled
that once the U.s. withdre ..
JUPPOrl from the Tbieu regime.
the country folded so fJJat that the
Provisional Revolutionary
Govenmeat bad trouble keeping
peee with the wilhck'awIng South
Vletnameae troops.
Tbe Quinn-Judges tben
deacribed lbe "surreal at-
moaphere" following lbe change
in reglmea. The U.s. and South
T
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Ford gives speech
In Connecticut
GRAIN INVESTIGATIONS
Grain export trade in-
vestigations, which began last
year, have revealed extensive
corruption within the industry.
The investigations began when a
grain inspector was overheard
demanding a more substantial
tribe from a ship's captain.
The investigation now involves
the Justice Department, the FBI,
the IRS, the Agriculture
Department's Office of In-
vestigation, several committees
in Congress, and 41 agents of the
General Accounting Office.
Grain exports account for $12
billion of the total $22 billion
earned yearly by agriculture
exports. The frequency of
misgrading and short-weighting
bave caused foreign customers to
turn to other suppliers. In spite of
this, the investigation is working
towards restoring the consumer
confidence which is so obviously
crucial to the present state of !he
American economy.
AID FOR NEW YORK
Senator Adlai E. Stevenson,
nr,Democrat from Dlinois and a
member of the Seante Banking
Conunittee, has formulated an
amendment to the loan guarantee
legislation for New York with the
help of the Ford Administration
and the committee staff.
Senator Stevenson's plan would
require the holders of obligations
to exchange them for federally
gusranteed obligations. These
:;;~I~~ I~er ~nt~st ::::
Stevenson said tbat "the only
way Congress could aid New
York ts by inststing that New
York's debt be restructured."
Senator William Proxmire,
Wtsconsin Demo<rat and com-
mittee chairman, believes that
the major banks and financial
institutions may voluntarily
agree to this type of restruc-
turing. He said that he opposes
involuntary restructuring
because it would have the same
effect as a default.
BARNARD'S SEARCH FOR A
PRESIDENT
Since the resignation last June
of Dr. Martha Petersoo, 300
people bave applied for the job of
President of Barnard College.
According to Mrs. Helene
Kaplan, co-chairman of the
Search Committee and a New
York lawyer, the target date for
finding a new president is
January. The goal is to find a
person who can represent the
college's philosophy, with a
background of scholarly
achievement, skills in ad-
m in i s t r a t Lo n , fiscal
management, long term plan-
ning, and an ability in fund
raising. Mrs. Kaplan said that the
crucial factor ts quality and not
sex.
SOVIET SPACECRAFT ON
VENUS
On Sunday, the Soviet Union
landed the second spacecraft on
Venus, sending back photographs
of a smooth, rounded rock, old
mountain surface, in contrast to
the rugged site eX the first lan-
ding.
Venera 10, the unmanned
landing <raft, touched down 1,375
miles from Venera 9, the
automated station which landed
on Wednesday. The satellite
which separated from Venera 10
was put into orbit aroand Venus,
relaying data from the landed
craft back to earth.
According to Dr. Aleksander
Badilevsky, a leading Soviet
geologist, the sharp edges and
flat surfaces of the rock "testifies
to recent catastrophic processes
like volcanic eruptions or ear-
thquakes - we shoule! say
Venusquakes - whichtod< ptace
recently. Venus, apparently, is
internally active."
President Anwar el-Sadat of
Egypt has come to the U.s. to
discuss three main tsaues with
.President t'ord. The tssues are:
the means of pursuing an Israeli- .
SYrian accord on the Golan
Heights, Egypt's need for
economic assistance, and the
.question of American sales of
military equipnent to Egypt.
Although PresIdent Sadat was
greeted with a 21 gun salute at the
White Hoose ceremony, Mayor
Who the candidates
By Catherine HID
On Tuesday, November 4, 1975,
New London voters will elect
seven City Councilors, seven
Board of Education members
and three selectmen. Polls will he
open from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., and
registered voters from Dtstrict I
(including Connecticut Conege)
will vote at Winthrop School The
following brietbiographies of the
candidates are taken from ,the
literature"distributed by the
parties. ., ,.
Deinocrats f<!.rCity Council
Dr. Ruby Turner Morris, In-
cumbent: Chairman of the City
Council Finance Committee;
Transit District Director;
member of Senior Affairs
Commission; and former
member of Model Cities Board.
Richard L. uguccioni, In-
cumbent: Chairman of City
Council Public Safety Com-
mittee; former Chairman of
By Bnace E.CoIlJn
An enthusiastic sell-out crowd
greeted President Gerald R.
Ford at the Connecticut GOP's
October 14 fund ratsing dinner.
The alfair, held at the Hartford
Civic Center, was attended by
well over 2.000 RUests who paid
either $125 er $15 fer the dinner
and PrelIIdentlal addreu.
The head table featured, in
addition to President Ford, such
Republican notables as Senator
Lowell Weicker, Congressman
Stewart McKinney, Congreas-
man Rona1d Saraain, Republican
State ChaIrman Fred Biebel, and
Connecticut HOUle Minority
Leader Gerald Stevena.
in his speech, Mr. Ford em-
(ilasized his desire to give the
American people "a fresh start"
via his combined tax cut and
spendlJ!g limitation package.
"Overall, my proposal to cut
taxes and spending will not onl~
_ liRhten your tax load, they will
things look good ---------
contlnned from page three
matched, and talking to people transcripts, CPRs and teacher
from your floor became a recommendations locked up in
pleasant diversion to study. (My my room, I bave wbat ts
English teacher would bave a fit: -'
"Did that last sentence mean
talking to people who occupy
.rooms on that particular noor, or
did it mean talking while on the
floor?")
The point I have tried to make contlnned from page five
in this article ts that the ex- third years the MTC had called
perlen~e of college can not be for a seven- per cent hike along
taken lighUy, for Itwill be our life with.a cOBt.<lf-livingallowance.
for the next four years. But that The last oller eumded by E.ll.
doesn't mean it can't be lightly management allowed lor an
taken. With a sense of confidence eleven per cent increase for the
and a sprinkling eX hmnor It is first year followed by six per
poaslhle to live life as It was In- cent rals':' in the remaining two
tended to be led: tully. The past Is .yeanJ.Neilber offer .... lI8ld to be
lbe past - thank gooem ... for It. final.
The future ts not here yet- tbanil Following lbe.e proposals,
goocmess for that. But now isnow federal mediator, W.J. Usery Jr.,
- and Amen to than! announced on Oct 18 that further
For those of you who expect bsrgaining would be 8lISpended
quality from this newspaper, indefinitely. Fearing an impa_
never fear. I have some great in negotiatfons would occur,
investigalive-type articles Usery felt that both parties
cool<ingon the front burner that needed time to reconsider their
will hopefully scintillate your views on wages and fringe
sen.... But in the meantime. benefits. The negotiation teams
don't complain to the Editor.in- returned to Groton while Usery
Qlief. AJl long as I bave their new down to Florida to mediate
. in the National Airline dispute.
A spokesman for the Federal
Beame eX New ~rk refused to
officially welcome him to his city
or present him with a key to N.Y.
Mayor Beame deplored the
Egyptian vote in a U.N. com-
mittee which branded Zionism as
racist.
President Sadat has said that
he considers this visit to be a good
will mission, and that he aoes oot
bave a specific list of military
equipment to be purcbased as of
yet. Ford was told by Sadat that
the Egyptians "bave come here
with open hearts and open arms"
and was praised on American
mediation in the Middle East.
President Ford told Sadat in his
welcoming speech that the U.S.
govermnent "respects your far~
sighted statesmanship and
wisdom. Your sincerity, your
mnderation and your wisdom
have made an impression on all
who have come in contact with
you."
EB
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help make up for the ravages of
inflation. II
The President also discussed
his use of the veto. He pointed wt
that he has "used It 39 times and '1l
saved the American ta:q>ayera $6 i
ti.lllon." 0
The chief executive drew a -
thunderws ovation when he went :f
on to declare that he would "use l!:
it 100 times, if necessary, to 0
prevent excessive and in- ~
flationary spending increases." 0
Many eX the $15 tickets for the III
affair were purchased by Young '"
Republicans, Who, as one com- 1lI
mented, "were delighted to have •
the opportunity of seetng the ;;:
President firat-hand." The
President acknowledged the
presence eX the large and en-
thualaaUc youth delegatlon'and
made It evident that he conalders
college studenta to be an im-
portant asset to our govern-
mental ay!tem.
coUoqui8lly called _"controlling
interest." (Say goocmlgbt, David.
"Good night, David. ")
•·COmprOffilSe--
Mediation and Counclliatlon
Service and chief mediator in the
E.B.,strlke, John C. Zancanaro,
said that unoHi~ talka bet-
ween manaaement and \a\)or
<fiicia1shave resumed inGroton.
"The parties are not locked into
absolutes. They are showing an
open mind and a wl1IIngneBa to
.,."lore alternatl ....... be said.b
01 Tuesday, there was .tiD no
... n1 01 ""'en formal bBrgaiDJDg
would agE begin.
In a related matler, It has been
calculated that the average
laborer earning $4.51-br. has, as a
result of the atrike, sacrificed a
total of $3,086. According to the
MTC'a Iateat wage proposal, it
would be more than a year before
a union member cwld make up
his loss in paJ. DespIte this, leas
than 150 out of 10,000 workers
have resigned from the lDlionand
returnedtoWOrL
• New London city election
Council Education Committee; orgllllizer-Iobbytst for American ibe International Longshore- Paul Sullivan: fomier State
Computer Operator at Pfizer Federation of State, County and man's AJlsoclation; Past Representative; former Board of
Central Research; strong ae- Municipal Employees, AFLCIO. Goveroor, Loyal Order eX Moose, Education member; and em-
counting and financial Raymond L. Moreau: fonner New London Lodge of ploY'! eX Southern New England
background. member of New London Parking Elks; Konomoc Hose Company Telephone Company
Xavier de la Uz: Owneroflocal Commission, Planning Board and .fireman for 25 years; Co-{)wner Demoeratlfors.rd
restaurant and partner in V-Z Community Development Action Bar.clay Tile Co.; fonner City ofEdneatioa
Invesiments firm; born in Planning Agency; sheetmetal Councilor. Rita L. Hendel, Incumbellt:
Havana, Cuba. worker, foreman and member of Nicholas Gorra: Senior President of the Board of
Philip A. Hendel:. Sales Sheetmetal Workers In- Financial Planner, Electric Education, past Chairman of
Manager-local wholesaler; form- ternational for more than 20 Boa\; former member.Board Qr Public Information Committee
er National Sales Manager Y'!8r8; and member, taxpayers Finance, and Charter Revision and member of 'Negotiating and
of a toy company; Nathan Hale Association. Commission; Redevelopment Policy Committee; past
PTO President; Youth Activities Republicans for City Council Advisory Committee. President Beth-EI &sterhood; -
Chairman, Jewish Community Tom DiMaggio, Incumbent:' Henry Hansen: retired U.S. member of the League of Women
Council; New Longon native. retired Pfizer worker; worked at Army, 22 years; Vice-President Voters and Common cause.
Dr. George Sprecace: Past Electric Boat; member of Local of Purchasing, Hansen Supply Sheila McCarthy, Incumbent:
President of the New !.Dndon 285 Musicians; and New London Company. served as Vice-President and
Board of Education. Lodge of Elks; City Councilor for Ferdinand Serluca: World War Secretary of Board; served as
Margaret Mary Curtin: former two terms. II veteran; Naval Reserve; in- liaison to Model Cities Board and
member of the Mayor's Com· William Nahas, Incumbent: surance agent for 20 years; member ofYouth Services Pou.cy
mittee on Crime and Juvenile former Mayor; presently Deputy member of AFLCIO Insurance Board; New London Community
Delinquency; Secretary, Demo- Mayor; City Councilor for two Workers'of America; and past ~ Resources Policy Board; em-
cratic Town Committee; and terms; and partner, Nubas Bros. member of Board of Education, ployed by SlDIth Insurance Inc.
former assistant to Secretary Market. Board of Finance, and Ne!! W~yne T. Vendetto, In-
of state-··-antl---GoverlTor,··-- WHliRm RAI'@I§"'~?"8f:X"1..orillOl'I SelWt''l\1ilbili'ltY:' l'"'''' ~OII~Oii"'lltl~'" .. "u,' .,
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Philadelphia Orchestra is
Magnificent and exciting
• motif of shimmering sound in the
byMargIe Katz strings, leading to a powerful,
One of the best concerts to uneJjlected finale. I was par-
come to Comecticut College in ticularly impressed by the
several years was Eugene Or- woodwinds and brass in the first
mandy's performance with the half of the concert - these
Philadelphia Orchestra last musicians are truly virtuosi,
Thursday night. It's not for individually as well as the or-
nothing that this orchestra is chestra as a whole.
called the "Rolls Royce of or- The second half of the program
chestras," as beautifully planned. was the real jewel, however.
and esecuted a program has not "Three Places in New England"
been heard in a long ttme, here or byCharles Ives, a musicial
elsewhere. Mr. Qrmandy was an triptych of the St. Gaudens
elegant, spirited, highly com- sculpture' in Boston Common,
municative director; the respect Putnam's Camp in Redding,
and affection of the orchestra Com. and the Housatonic River
members for him was evident in at S~ckbridge, Massachusetts,
their attentive playing. was lovingly wrought, personal
First on' the program was and appealing. Over 20th century
BrahmS' VariatlODBon a Tbe~e tonalities, lves conveys his
by Haydn, Gp. 568. The in- moods through impressionistic
troductory An,!""te of .the. theme coloring with bits and pieces of
was stately, rich, majestic: Dr. familiar image-evocing material
Ormandy led the orchestra much scattered throughout. For the St.
as one would imagine Brahms Gaudens' a moody sense of the
himself would wish. The next eternal ~ created, calm and
nine movements progressed strong amid the rushing, frantic
through a spectrum of moods and environment of the city around
colorings, Dr. Qrmandy alwa~s the common; a lighthearted and
keepmg tou~h With the. theme s joyfully martial Putnam's
own defimtlOn while. grcmg the Camp; the movement and varied
textures of the piece every character of the river at Stock-
nuance of variance. bridge. In addition, Mr. Ormandy
The Symphony no. 5 In E flat chose an orchestral encore also
major, Gp. 82 of Jean Sibelius by Ives called "Decoration
was not only a tremendously Day." '
powerful piece to hear, but But the highlight of the
visually moving as .well. The program was Ravel'S "La
muslcl~S seemed so mvolved ~ Valse." This is a piece for vir-
the music that It was eJjlressed m tuoso orchestra and this per-
their own moveI?ent as well as in formance was by far the best I
Mr. Ormandy s, and In the have ever heard. Mr. Ormandy is
volummous sound they prod.uce~. indeed a master ofmovement, he
Here, the first moye.ment bwlt made this music do more than
toward a long; thrilling ~limax simply come alive, it seemed too
over a progreSSion of magnifICent large and mobile for Palmer
dissonances and sudden, star- Auditorium It's too bad that whe
tlingly beautiful harmonies. This hall wasn't ;"'ally large enough to
was: followed by an elegantly accommodate the magnificent
mo~g second ~ovement, ve'!' sound of this orchestra; we have
SpeCial for the nch PI~lcatO m no hall of a size to do it justice.
thJ strings. WlthO~t bemg aware We who were present at this
. any discontmwty, we are led concert should count ourselves
mto the final movement, an fortunate indeed to have had the
mexorably mounting series of opportunity to enjoy such a
dissonances on an underlying spectacular performance.
~FINEA
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~•- Historic Kirk silver exhibition
Illustrates elegant craftsmanship
ByR.C._
What do President Ford,
Emperor Hirohito, and the
Lyman-Allyn Museum have in
common? The answer is antique
American silver currently on
uhitit at the Lyman-Allyn· At a
recent State dinner at the White
House, nlneteen pieces of silver
were diaplayed, chosen from over
310 Pieces in the loan esbibltion.
The- esbibltion, "Samuel Kirk
and Son: American Silver
Craftsmen Since 1815," traces the
development of American styles
and chronicles the changing
tastes of the 19th century. All
pieces on diaplay were crafted by
S.Kirk and Son of Balttmore, one
of America's oldest and most
prolific silversmltha.
One of the most exciting pieces
is one of a pair of goblets corn-
missioned by the hero of the
American Revolution, the
Marquis de LaFayette and
presented to David Williamson.
Wil\iamson had entertained
LaFayette while he was in
Baltlmote on hill \aat vlait to
America. The goblela bear in-
scriptions and are dated 1824.
In this way, the Kirk collection
Is an e:Jting blstory of per-
solJlJlities as well as of. styles.
Among the many prominent KirI<
patrons were the BiddIes of
Philadelphia, Thomas Fortune
Ryan, the railroad tycoon, the
Astoro, the Morgans and
Eli2abeth Patterson Bonaparte.
Madame Bonaparte is
responsible for some of the more
unusual commissions. The
Baltimore belle, Elizabetb
Patterson, married Jerome
Bonaparte, younger lrother of
the Emperor Napolean. During
the course of their ten-year
marriage, sbe commissioned
many silver pieces from the Kirk
company. These are
distlnguIabed by the Bonaparte
crown and coat-<>f-arms on each
piece. Many other pieces were
.,:
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.made with crown finials .
Generally, the Bonaparte silver
is simpler in line and form than
later designs. Much of it cMtains
exotic elements of the Empire
style, such as hooved and ciawed
feet, elepilant finials and rabbit
finials.
A particularly impressive
piece is a Grand Epergne, 30
inches tall, made in 1905. This
monumental piece is fitted with
silver flowers, which branch off
the trumpet-shaPed body. The
epergeneisan excellent example
of the repousse style which
characterizes much of the Kirk
work. Repousse is a technique of
decorating the surface of a piece
by raising it from behind with a
small, blunt hammer. This
technique became so popular that
it was commonly referred to as
"Baltimore silver."
One beautiful example of this
painstaking art is a sugar howl,
made in 1822. Decorated in
repousse, it shows a detailed
landacape with flowers and
tollage surrounding the base. The
handles have ram's head
decorations and the cover is
completely covered in repusse
Bowers and foliage.
certain Kirk customers or-
dered scenes and views of their
estates reporduced in repousse
silver on teapots, tureens, pun-
chbowls and g6blela. Simi1arly,
Thomas Fortune Ryan, the
railroad tycoon, chose oak
tranches, leaves and acorns as
the motif for his silver group. He
sent actual foliage from the oak
trees on his Virginia estate to
help insure accuracy. In viewing
these pieces one underatands that
sl!ver-smithing is a refined and
highly personalized art.
The scope of the Kirk show
ranges from the earliest pieces of
1815, done in the restrained
classical style of the Federal
period, to the later Empire style
unspired by the excavations at
"SA TURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL"
Wright dorm wUI be sponsoring a live band party
In Cro on saturday, November 1 from 9-1 A.M.
Featured will be The Rhythm Rockers, who are
composed of ex-members of the Elvin Bishop
Group, Bonnie Raitt, Freddy King and Roomful of
Blues.
Assorted beverages will be served.
FREE JAZZ CONCERT
There will be a free performance of the Rhode
Island school of Design on Tuesday, Nov. 4 at 8:30
P.M.
The show will feature soloists, duets and trios on
plano, tenor sax, congos, guItar, drums, flute and
percussion.
pompeid and Herculaneum .
other pieces are remarkable
examples of Victorian eclec-
ticism, where motifs of totally
unrelated sources are couilimea
to create a new interpretation.
During the 1860s,the passion for .
Renaissance forms was reflected
in Kirk silver design. In par-
ticular, a water jug and tray in
the show demonstrate this fad.
The jug bas a dolphin head spout,
squirrels, leaf work and grapes in
typical Renaissance manner.
There is one tea service in the
Chinese style so much in vogue in
late Victoriana. This six-piece set
is outstanding in its originality.
The teapot, chocolate pot and
sugar bowl are aU vaguely
rectangular in shape and stand
one inch off the ground on small
claw and ball feet. They are
covered in Oriental designs of
surprising detail. With the
current revival in Chinoiserie in
art and fashion, this group is of
particular interest.
As a whole, the Samuel Kirk
collection is an W1U9ual op-
portunity to study the con-
tributions that one firm has made
to the art of the silversmith over
the past 160 years. The styles of
the objects on display are an
index to changing American taste
and inscriptions on some of the
pieces call to mind incidents and
persoualities from the nation's .
cultW'al and political history.
The show is open through
November 12.
Keith's Column
New Elton John a disappointment
by Keith Ritter The parting seems amicable
I am a stone cold Elton John enough and Elton even dedicaled
freak. I realize that this leaves this new album to these two. To
me open for much criticism, replace Olsson and Murrav
much of it not undeserved. I know Elton broke up the Kiki oe~
he's supposedly the teenie-hopper Band. From that hand he took
messiah, I know that he only Drummer Roger Pcpe and, it
knows four chords (People seems, Kiki herself, sings
Magazine), I know it's only rock background on all cuts. Pope has
and ron, but I like it! played with John before
That business out of the way, I (~'Tumbleweed Comection") but
now turn to Mr. Reg. K. Dwight;s his style 18 much less supportive
new effort. The new album is than Olsson's. To replace
called "Rock of the Westies" and Murray, Elton hired Kenny
is a big disappointment. Mter the Passarelli, formerly of Barn-
remarkable "Captain Fan- storm, and he seems up to the
lastic," Elton has gone ab- job. Aiso added to the band are
solulely nowhere. There have Caleb Quaye, who has played
been some major changes in his with Elton before, and James
band and yet his music seems to Newton Howard who played
have suffered unnecessarily. keyhoards with Melissa Man-
Why should this be? Perhape due chesler. Both of these gentlemen
to the amazing speed with which are fine choices, particularly
John-Taupin prodnce albums or Howard. His synthesizer work is
pressure from the record com- outstanding and he rounds out the
pany, which 1 aoubt sound nicely.
Let me first diSCUSS the With all of this n tit d
changes in the band. Drummer all th tal ew a en an
Nigel Olsson (Keith's Column d e ent of Davey Johnstone
Oc
d' ' an Ray Cooper remaining why
t. 2) an BassISt Dee Murray does ELton's new alb ' fBu?
left ~ band over. the.'~RUIler.'Because it seemB8slf ~ tried
)
to put together an album of hit
singles, like "Piano Player ," and
came up short on material.
Consequently, much of this
album is filler.
THe alhum does have its
oustanding spots however. lbe
opening cut, "Medley," features
some fine vocals by Labelle and a
strong display of musicianship by
the band. "Island Girl" looks to
be the first single off of the album
and it isn't bad, even if it does
sound too much like many of the
earlier cuts Elton relieased. The
album closer, "Billy Bones" is a
Bo Diddley-type rocker. "hard
Luck Story" has potential but iiis
too long.
In the final analysis, this is not
really a bad album; I really think
that Elton John and Bernie
Taupin are too talented to release
something like that. However,
this album does fall far below the
expectations I had of it. I guess
that's one of the biggest problems
with having genius people expect
greatness and just plain good
isn't enough.
Prints, paintings in two
Cummings art exhibitions
By Cba! Moser
There are currently two art
exhibitions in the Sixty-Six and
Manwaring Art Galleries at
CuIIlJIlingsArt Center. One is a
show of prints by Helen Citron
Boodman; the other, paintings by
John Gregoropoulos. Both shows
run through November 21st.
Helen Boodman, printmaker
and painter, was born in Pitts-
burgh, graduated from Car-
negie-Mellon University, and is a
member of the Boston Print-
makers. Her prints combine
imaginative uses of colligraphy
and intaglio. In looking at the
work, I was reminded of paint-
ings by the surrealist 'Yves
Tanguy. Jumbled, yet highly
detailed hypothetical forms
create their own existence in a
vacuous atmosphere. The double
and triple overlapping images
remain, however, in a state of
constant motion.
The "Xandau" landscapes and
"After Image" (a landscape
reflection) can be viewed as
industrial forms in the
acquiescence" of the surrealist's
environment. "Hidden Worlds"
(collapsing fonns spilling from -
.above), and "Celebration" ap-
pear as nightmarish movements
of machines - cranks, gears,
letters and numbers. The viewer
must ultimately make his own
decision as to interpretation.
Autobiographical theme
John Gregoropoulos is on the
faculty of the Art Department at
the University of Connecticut.
His exhibition consists of thirteen
Ii his most recent paintings,
which are nothing short of
magnificent. The theme is of the
artist's autobiography.
All the paintings deal- with the _
same subject: the facade of a
building located in a small Greek
town, near where the artist grew
up. The memory of this town bas
unmense sentimental value to
Mr. Gregoropoulos. In an age
when industry and high-rise
apartments were taking over
many sections of Greece, this
town preserved its purity and
heritage, and retained its own
distinct character.
The building is Nineteenth
Century in style and is typical of
bUildings the artist knew when
young. Working from a
photograph, Gregoropoulos bas
recorded the facade in various
moods, lights and symbolic
representations. Although some
01 the work. appears to be sten-
cilled, it is not - all was painted
by brush. Some is tight and
detSiled in design, others seem
loose and free with scram bled
brushwork. All the paintings
were begun with acrylic paint
and finished with oil.
The image of the facade is
.broken by lines and ptanes of
warm and cool grays, black and
intense ultramarine blue, with
spheres of brilliant gold. They
playa descriptive role in contrast
to the stark realism of the land-
scape. Gregoropoulos' previous
works were primarily minimalist
abstractions in a Greek frame of
reference. Thus the white, black
. and gold forms are carry overs
from earlier works. The paint-
in!!.s are transitional in this
respect, yet their incorporation of
realism marks an abrupt change.
intriguing element
A very intriguing element in
several of the paint.ings is the
introduction of spots of gold leaf
in the windows of the building.
These quick markings could be
light or lire, bringing a
psychological element into an
otherwise quiet, simple scene.
But the artist says no - they are
an attack on the reality of the
paintinRS and create a contrast
continued on page twelve
Grateful Dead: alive and well
In New Haven concert
by Sippy Hucko
There's a beautiful neo-
Egyptian cemetery across the
street from Yale's Woolsey HaIl.
Above the heavy columns of the
main gate, just below a relief of a
serpentine moon with eagle's
wings, are the reassuring words
"THE DEAD SHALL BE
RAISED." A good...ized crowd of
the faithful was huddied outside
the hall, keeping warm and
happy under the misty skies with
joints and bottles of booze. The
real moon, a full one, was rising
over Yale's ~thic skyline as we
stood wrapped in stoned
speculation. It wasn't entirely
clear who would be ac-
companying Jerry Garcia at this
gig, and we wondered if perhaps,
just maybe, the inscrilllion above
the graveyard would prove to be
more prophetic than it was in-
tended to be. Would we be treated
to a night of the Good Old
Grateful Dead?
The doors opened at tast, and
hundreds of Dead Heads rushed
through the rotunda, jockeying
for the best seats in the general-
admission house. Beneath the
towering verticals of Woolsey'S
mighty pipe organ, bathed in the
warm glow of the limelights, the
stage was set with a guitar, a
bass, a monstroos drum kit, and
a concert grand piano, not nearly
enough equipment to handle the
musical needs of a band as
poerlul as the Dead. The initial
letdown was eased by the
promise that we'd soon he treated
to the guitar magic of Jerry
Garcia. That was a sure thing.
And there were rumors buzzing
around that he'd be accompanied
by Nicky Hopkins.
The band tad< the stage, and
there he was: skinny 8S a rail,
too-long fingers dangling like
"tI»
Q
III
Z
Iowa, and an array"ol briInance In
between. The man IS an in- ~
credibly gifted musician-
songwriter, and a perfonner of "tI
the higbest caliber. I've had the i
privilege to see him countless 2
times, and he never ceases to ~
amaze and awe me with his
tremendouS talent. •
World~ off the steady but §
imaginative rbythm of Bill Vitt's •
drumming and join Kahn's Jack
Casady-like bass lines, the band
played through two seta cbod< ..
lull of great music. Highlights •
included Jerry's rubber-band ~
guitar solo 00 "Let it Rock," a ;;t
ptaintive version of Robbie
Robertson'S "The Night They
Drove Old Dixie Down"
(feauuring some nifty close-pick
chromatics), and Garcia's vocals
on "Every woman, Every Child,
Every Man" (last tine: "EVery
woman in the world loves me!").
Nicky Hopkins took over the
spotlight In the second set,
playing his gentle composition,
"The Lady Sleeps, II on W\8C-
companied pano. The piece was
a bit drawn out, and nearly had
me sleeping with the lady, but
Nicky got the standing ovation he
deserved, for pounding the keys
all night in Garcia's shadow, and
the band picked the tempo back
Coutinued On Page 1~
daddy-long-legs from toO-<lhort
sleeves, the perpetual cigarette
hanging from his mouth. It was
good to see Nicky Hopkins agaiin.
The last Iheard him was with the
Airplane at Woodstock in 1969.
But he has continued to be a
respected and sought-after studio
musician since then, playing with
Quicksilver and the Stones
among otherS. I was interested to
see how Garcia would work
around his elegant honky-tonk
style.
But the crowd's standing
ovation was a welcome for Jerry
Garcla. The hall rang with warm
applause, shouts and whistles of
glee as the papa bear of
American rock strapped on his
guitar and made the necessary
final adjustments on his amp. We
didn't care who he was playing
with, just as long as he played.
And play he did.
Lsunching into a mid-temP
rocker I'll call "On My Own,"
Garcia immediately erased any
tentative doubts thst he couldn't
bare the burden of the apot\lghi In
a touring band of his own. ttIS
presence on stage was as retaxed
and natural as ever, his vocals
controlled and self-assured, and
his guitar .,. well, his guitar was a
treasure chest fuJI of crystal
clear hi~hs, nasty. Ret-down
SINGERS. CON\ICSNEEDED
FOR TV SPECIAL
Auditions tor singers and comIcs to appear on a
musIcal varIety show to be aIred by cable '3 T\I
will be held Thursday, october 30. 8:30to 11:00p.m.
Auditions will be In the Cable 13 studio. In the
basement of Palmer AuditorIum. Singers should j
prepare one fast song and aile slow song. ComIcs
should prepare a routIne of not more than three
minutes. Also needed are pianIst and guItarIsts.
who should send resumes to Box 1313,Connecticut
College.Further Inquiries may be directed to Steve
Kops, at the same address.
'Gaslight,' 'Miss Brodie'
Are next in Film Series
by stephanie Bowler
"Gaslight" to be shown Nov. 2,
is the morbidly successful film of
a man who, for the sake of a
sma\l fortune in jewels, attempts
to drive his wife insane. Under
the direction of George Cukor,
the 1945 film takes the viewer
back to the early and happy years
of the couple's married life and
builds to a frightening crescendo
as the couple takes up residence
in a spo<i<yLondon apartment.
There, tormented by false ac,
cusations, hallucinations and a
gaslight in her room tbat peters
out every night just as she hears
eerie noises, the wife is driven ~
the brink of insanity before a
detective from Scotland Yark
appears on the scene.
Ingrid Bergman heads the cast
as the unworldly wife, who is hurt
and bewildered by the "ungen-
tlemanly" conduct of her
husband, Charles Boyer. Joseph
Cotlen plays the detective.
The mood of the picture is well
set by the dreary surroundings
and the morbid relationship
between the man and wife.
"Gaslight" is a good way to
spend a horrified evenmg.
When asked to comment on
Maggie Smith's suPporting role
Episcopalian priest to speak
On sexism in religion
in another film that has starred
Elizabeth Taylor and himself,
Richard Burton described Miss
Smith's scene stealing as "grand
larceny". In Wlbe Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie," which will be
shown on Nov. S, Maggie Smith
agsin dominates a film, but this
time in the title role as a spinster
schOOlteacher. She is ai once
lunny, haughty, and affected - a
marveloUS eeeentnc. The scene
of the 1969film is a girl's school in
Edinburgh in 1932. Under the
direction of Ronald Neame,
Maggie Smith inspires her young
ladies rather than inStructing
them. Robert Stephens plays the
nonconforming art teacher who is
also one of Miss Brodie's gen-
tlemen. Celia Johnson, as the
tactful and eloquent head-
mistress, heads the unusually
well chosen supporting cast.
It is often and justifiably
argued that the betler the novel
the less successful an adaptation
is likely to he. "The Prime. of
MisS Jean Brodie," if not a faith-
ful adaptation of the fine novel,
does deserve one's attention as a
perfect vehicle for Maggie
Smith's extraordinary acting
talents. Her performance is not to
be miSSed-,
Union Theological SeminarY, and
years of lull· and part-time work
as a teacher, theraptst, chaplaln
and lecturer.
Primary interests of Rev.
Heyward include theology, ethics
and human sexuality. Her skills
lie in the areas of counseling,
preaching and writing. A book
describing her journey to the
priesthood Is slated to I?e
published by Harper and Row ID.
the IIP"iD& of 11'16.
by David Jordan
On SUnday, November 2, the
Reverend carter HeyWard, one
of the first women to be ordained
priest in the EpiscOpal Church,
will be a participanl in the eleven
o'clock service at Harkness
0Jape1.
Reverend Heyward is a leader
in the continuing struggle for the
right of women to be ordsined
into the priesthood, and her
address is expected to deal with
sexism in religion.
Currently working on her
doctorate in theology at Union
Theological Seminary in New
York Reverend Heyward is a
founding member of the Women's
Ordination Now (NOW, group.
Her present activities include an
Assistant ProfessorshiP In
Theology at the Episcopal
Divinity Scbool in cambridge,
Massachusetts, and membership
on the episcopal Board for
Theological Education and the
National eouncil of Olurches'
Commission on Women in
Ministry.
Her background includes ~
M.A. in ethics from Columbia
University, an M.Div. in
psyclllatry and religion fr<Xl\
They'll be working on the railroad;
Station is here to stay
allowed them to demolish the
building. Mrs. Dale explained the
reason saying that in 1963,when
the whole idea of redevelopment
began in that area, the
philosophy of the time was to
"take down everything to make
space."
This altitude had begun to
change with HUD, and they,
along with AMTRAK, began
making every effort to save the
building. Gradually the com- fo tlon
munity began changing its ideas Union stlltlon be re renova __.
about destroying the station State cspitel
because "The Day" began ad-
vocating preservation and also MOddl A::~':;~~o:";=Reverts to t e ges
trust, made up of several By BounIeGreenwaid general, Mrs. Fabbri has put
professional business persons Dancing by Cambridge's together a calendar of various
from New London, The people Morris Dancers, Medieval poetry Medieval lectures and demon-
also recognized the building was reading, kite flying, and a slrations to be given on campus
in the hands of an outstanding reenactment of Medieval combat this year. The first event was
architectural firm, hired by the are a few of the events scheduled held last Thursday' when
URST. Finally, they were Saturday when Bushnell Park in professors Edward Cranz
unhappy with previous reo Hartford becomes a Medieval (history), Robert Jordan;
de I nt e"orts since the Cit (philosophy), Heien Mulveyveopme u y.
redevelopment agency couldn't As part of the weekend (history), Paul Althouse (music),
show them what would replace Medieval Fair sponsored by the and Mrs. Fabbri discussed the
the building when it was tom Downtown Council, there will decisive turning points in the
down. also be demonstrations of such Middle Ages.
The big day came on October I, crafts as spinning, pollery The calendar of events which
1975when the Anderson Noller rna kin g , ma il- m a kin g , revolves in part around the
Associates from Boston decided calligraphy, silversmithing, and yearly calendar, includes a
to take on the role of developer liming, and samples of such lecture in December on "The
and the New London Railroad Medieval foods as seedcake. Cathedral of 'Notre Dame in
Station changed hands from the The variety of events taking Paris," by Edgar Mayhew of the
redevelopment azency to the place in Hartford this weekend art history department and a
architectural firm. emphasizes the comment by February lecture on "Courtly
The preservationalists hlive Nancy Fabbri, chairman of Love in the Late Middle Ages,"
won their battle, allowing for an Medieval Studies, that, "The by James Willlslon of the French
expecIed nine month period of - Middle Agea was a much more De_tment.-
renovation, which som<!sll1denta vital period than many people _ In April Talitha Claypoole, '77,
became aware rX upon returning give it credit for." a Medieval Studies major, will do
to the train station after October According to Mrs. Fabbri, a demonstration of Medieval
break. The idea of the architects "Life in the Middle Ages was dance. Ms. Claypoole is doing an
is to save as much of the original interdisciplinary." The in' independent study on the dance
interior as possible, such as the terdisciplinary major introduced during this lime which Includes
wainscot and the enormous last year includes the history, the life of the courts at this lime _
overhead be8ms. The biggest philosophy, art history, music, and the music.
tenant will be AMTRAK, but religious studies and language other events scheduled
additional rXIlce space will also departments. throughout the year include a
be available. Plans are to have a In an effort to make the college lecture by Assistant Professor of
restaurant, small shops, and a community aware of the new English, Susan Gallick, on "King
museum, major and the Middle ages in ContIDDed On Palle 13:
Westminster exchange -students
Get a unique view of States
byBoDDleGre .. waId the students staled that everyone Washington, and Nantucket. "I
''There's no sa: after mid- is much more reserved In was almost arrested trying to
night at Westmlnister; England. Qting also a great.er lake a picture of the south wing of
American beer Is horrible;" and emphasis on the family, they the White House," Chris laughed
"We didn't reallze that you are explained that In England looking back on the Incident.
allowed to walk on tbe graBB here students pair off much more than Donald Rumsfeld, father of
until people started to look at us in the U.s. Valsry Rwnsfeld. '78, and chief
fumy for taking the 100II way Many rX the differences that adVisor to the President, ar·
around;" are just some of the the Westminster students firM! ranged for a private tour of the
differences cited by the six between Conn. and their own White House for the group. Chris
visiting English students when school are similar to ones they lefllhe tour for a moment to snap
comparing their own school, would probably find between a picture and soon found_a
Westminster CoDege, to Con- Westminster and an English security guard holding h_is arm
neclicut. University, they explained. They behind him. Beside this minor
Barry Carpenter, Lynn emphasized that there would incident, however, the stndents
ChappeD, cathy Davies, Rupert probably be many less dlf· enjoyed a V.I.P. tour of
Godsal, Alison Melville, .and ferences between Conn. and Was h in g ton inc Iud i n g
Chris Stafford empha!lized, Oxford, for eJllDlple. Presidential passes to _ the
however that Conn. and West· While they all find the Kennedy center. They also got to-
minster' are so different \ that American schools In which meet senator of Connecticut,
there is little basis for com· they're student teaching very Lowell Weicker, on their visit to
parison. Westminster is a similar to English schools, they Congress.
Methodist supported school in do find a difference between the Involving themselves in Conn.
which all of the 530 students are training of teachers. While in the activities, as well as everything
studying to become teachers. U.S., teschers are trained to else, Lynn, Cathy, Barry, and
. In comparison to the large leach one age gr,",p, in England Chris are singing with the chorus
dorms at Conn., the stndents at a tescher is prepared to teach a in its upcoming performance of
Westminster live in houses with subject to any age group. "The Messiah." All of them find
approximately 12 students in When not teaching and going to the excbange to be a great ex·
each. The houses are not coed. classes, the students have found perience and expressed dismay
Finding the social life hwee lime to see a little of the east that more students did not take
"'" much fJaet-tI>aA-&l--W.estminsta:.-coast-v-i8itinll-N_Y"rk .... advantage oL£<:>< 0, ~"'" ,"IV' ;:"-~ ..._-,.. ,
By J....... F.... ey Union RaIlroad Station Trust.
The New Lenden Union (URST) IDc.. the non-profil
Railroad Station has orgaruzation formed through the
been viewed by most Conn. efforts of Claire Dale, has finally
College students with a feeling of succee!!~g IrL~al,::ag!ng the
indifference :it's just a place to buIk!ing. Mrs. Dale tool< an in-
catch a'train. However, after an terest in the station in 1971when
active 4-year coltroversy be- she read in "The New London
ll!~ _a _t~vel!'l""eul "liency Day" that the building was slated
that wanted to demolish the for demolition. She was shocked
historical site, and a group of to lind that the decision was being
preservationalists from New made without checking Into
London, the Union Station has alternatives. Townspeople,
been saved and has begun In- politicians, businessmen, and
terior renovation "The Day" all wanted the
The Union Station "'as "eyesore" tom down so there
desljpled in 1885 by the famed woUldbe a view of the river. They
American artist Henry Hobson shared an almost historical
Richardson of Boston. Richard· batred for the station because
SOlI was the Ilrst architect from when it was built back in the
the United States to create a 1800's, the people fell It was
genuine American arcbitecture. placed in a bad location.
The New London slatlon is one of The controversy soon became
the last rX his Important works, of ''national interest and con,
with several design features that cern" according to Mrs. Dale.
show the new conception and Professional architects and
development of the architecture historians from as far away as
he began: intricate brickwork, the Netherlands began voicing
making use of a wide variety of their concerns over the
libapes and sizes of bricks; irreplacable value of the Union
suspension of the second f100c by Station. Ada Louise Huxable,
enormous wooden trusses in the architectual critic and editor of
attic to prevent pillars from the New York Times, was also
jutting down into the Ilrst floor advocaling its preservation in
waiting room; and !' slate .roof her articles.
hung from massive double ButtheRedevelopmentAgency
chimneys which join to penetrate said that HUD in Washington
the roof.
Consciousness-raising will
Explore sex roles
by _llIeIIeJ
A variety of topics pertinent to
campus life will be the major
locus of the Cbspel Board's
upcoming series of eon-
sciousness-raJsing sessions.
Laurie Nowell, a Yale divinity
student doing field work in
campus ministry on the Con-
necticut College campus, is the
initiator of the Ill'ogam. The
01ape1 board plans to ask the
WODlllll'SGroup to co-sponsor the
event.
According to co-chaIrperson rX
the Chape1 Board, George Elser,
the ..... 10111 will be primarily
CODCelned with: (I) roles .,d
8e11U&lltJ OD campus, 8IId (2)
Intimacy: .. exploring
re1allo~" It Is hoped that
lbese -mons will help members
rX the college COIIIDlUIlity to
become aware of the various
•III
§
•
\
mal ...female roles on campus and
ways in which the two Interact.
The consciousness raising
sessions will be held in
cooperation with the Growth
Center, an organization con-
cerned with supplying students
an alternative to the therapy
oriented counseling provided by
the infirmary. Instead, the
Growth Center will provide
students with an informal setting
in whlch they can discuss per-
sonal and academic problems.
Anyone wishing to know more
about the Growth Center is asked
to coJtact either Peter Belaon or
Debbie Elliot, Box No. s:
The Cbapel Board urges
anyone with Ideas or suggestions
concerning this series to contact
either Goone Elser. Beth
Stenger or ('baplaln Robb.
Upsetfreshman-
~ed from page three:::e. CQllege had her feltered
IIld :e help of insistent parents
. e meVitable shame to be
~~:e~ from transferring,
then s. changed fields and
1Iouldclaimed the other college
still ~ better. People would
IIlUc It had all been too
she b, and even if no one cared,
. "ould still be ashamed. Time
::: cure such a scar, but she
Ihouid~ant to chanca it. But why
.... .econtmue brooding? Or
be e: finally seeing reality? To
1IouJd;:,c about.the whole mess
IllIybe it' to foot herself. But
Oil s all nonsense anyway.
1Iell, tlDle for class.
great contrast in attitudes be-
tween the North and South
Vietnamese soliders. The
soldiers of the North had
Cicurloslly, keennell, and
openness." They were dedicated
to the belief that in fighting the
war they were helping to achieve
"freedom and independence of
their country from foreign In-
terference." In contrast, the
soldiers of the South' 'had none of
themotivation,' IITheydidn't see
what they were fighting for," and
saw only a "corrupt and inef-
ficient war."
Many North Vietnamese
soldiers and South Vietnamese
civilians got together and talked.
Many families, separated for
many years by political barriers
and hostilities, were r",united.
When asked if their political
views changed during their two
year stay, Mrs. Quinn-Judge
replied that her opposition at first
to the PRG's. militant stance
"turned to respect of their
patience and integrity in working
for people." Mr. Quinn-Judge
defended the PRG, replying that
he probably would have done the
same in the same situation. He
also noted that in prison many
quiet resisters took a more
militant stance, feeling this was
the only effective way to fight for
their country's freedom. .
U.S. policy discussed
The Quinn-Judges' remarks
then centered upon U.S. policies
and reactions. Mr. Quinn-Judge
commented that "Vietnam is
apparently our number one
enemy now," and cited a general
lack of concern on the part of the
U.S. government regarding the
restoration of the country. The
Quinn-Judges and the Con-
necticut AFSC held that the U.S.
government's distinction be-
tween humanitarian and
eeommic aid is 8 "tenuous" one.
For the first lime in its 50 year
history, the AFSC has been
denied export licenses by
President Ford, a direct violation
of the 21st Article of the Paris
Accords. Ironically, these same
licenses to both North and South
Vietnam were approved in 1973.
The United States has also used
its veto power to bar Vietnamese
membership in the United
Nations, and has refused to set up
normal trade and diplomatic
relations. According to the AFSC,
the U.s. has also "forestalled
negotiation of unresolved issues
such as refugee repatrtalion,
reconstruction, and MIA
verification." It has also
"disparaged any legal or moral
responsillility for reconstruction,
after the ellpenditure of over $150
billion for deslnlction."
Asked if the CIA intentionally
planned to teach the South
Vietnamese fear of the North, the
Quinn-Judges could not definitely
name~e CIA, but cited a definite
propaganda campaign in Saigon
by the U.s. Embassy and the
Thieu government. This included
reports of bloodbaths and
massacres after provinces fell to
the North, thus "contributing
much to the fear." However, they
said Vietnamese Catholics were
unable to verify these reports,
although many of those repor-
tedly slain were said to be
Catholic. When questioned, the
U.S. Emhassy was unable to cite
sources for journalists wishing to
follow up on these reports.
What bas been learned?
Questioned about what lessons
the U.S. learned from tearing up
a countryside and culture, and
from wasting billions of dollars,
Mr. Quinn-Judge said he doubled
that the U.s. government learned
very much. To a high-ranking
State Department official Quinn-
Judge recently spoke with, U.S.
foreign policy remained essen-
tially the same in 1945 and 197~:
"to promote stability and fill the
vacuum." The onlY lesson that
this offlctal could name would be
"he wouldn't use so many ad'-
visors and troopII next time."
The rooln grew quiet after the
following questions were raised:
"How do we avoid it again?" and
"How do we, as individuals,'
resist the inhumane myth of
goverrunent?"For, as the Quinn-
Judges affirmed firsthand,
"Government can and does lie
frequenUy. "
J. Solomon Inc.
Stationery &
Art Supplies
(Amillion and one items)
27 Bank $'re-e'
New London
Vietnam witnesses at Conn.
Report experiences
... tIDued from page six
Self reliance stressed
AnOther change is the new
vernment's effort to mobilize
~p1e behind it. People are told
to take an active part in sbaping
the new government through the
meetJngs of local committees.
TheQuinn-Judges contrasted this
to the apatheti~ cynicism which
II"viously pervaded the country.
"Study practice," a re-
education effor!, stresses self-
reliance and active participation
in society. Questioned as to the
extent of the coercion, Mrs.
Quinn-Judge replied that as far
IS she has seen, the government
does not for.ce people to attend
these meetings. Many en-
thusisstically accept this new
challenge to their lives and to the
future of their country. Mr.
Quinn.Judge observed that in
general the people's reaction is a
feeling of relief - "pure relief
withoutany political overtones."
The involvement of women bas
also tieen very effective.
Throughout the war, the.
Women'sMovementforthe Right
to Live, now allied with Saigon's
Women's Liberation Union, a
group composed mainly of
middle class intellectuals and
respectable mothers, was
recognized in its strong stand
&gainstthe killing. .
For the first time there has
been a widespread effort to wipe
out disease' and illiteracy.
Student concern and par-
ticipation in these problems are
at a high peak. Also, many adults
whosework prevented them from
attending school are now at-
leodingnight classes.
The new government has also
be'" very tolerant of religious
II'sctice, as far as the Quinn-
Judges have seen. However,
churcheswill not be able to own
IS much land, and monks and
nlllS will have to work for a
llvlng.
Ultimate aim
Althoughthe ultimate aim is to
reunite North and South Viet-
nam, this will not. be attempted
right away due to "such drastic
«ifferences in development" in
the two countries. The North is
U8ed to a life of austerity, ac-
cording to ~. Quinn.Judge, but
lbe South, because of its
~italist economy, is used to a
<tifferent style of life. Quinn-
Judge also remarked that "South
Vietnam is shattered and it will
take
to
quite many years to piece it
Sether."
The Quinn-Judges observed a
•
~••-
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Center works for unity
By Carolyn Nal ....ndlaa
UNITY g a cultural e:enler
designed to aid studentl In their
quest for knowledge of the black
and Hispanic cultures. UNITY,
the yellow house directly ac1'08S
the street from the Mohegan
Avenue entrance to the College,
serves as the meeting place for
the black student organization,
Umoja (meaning Unity In
Swahill) and La Unldad, the
Puerto Rican Culbural Club. It is
a. positive force, serving as an
information center for those who
are 'intellectually curious about
the ethnic, historical and artistic
heritage of themselves and
others.
Mrs. Ernestine Brown is the
coordinator for UNITY House. In
the brief lime she has served in
this capacity, (sinceSept. I, 1975)
she has organized an Hopen"
FEATURING
TAKARA AND
MOTOBECANE
BIKES-
bouse, a day in the Chape~ and
poetry readings from the wmt.s
of black poets. Mrs. Brown g the
primary person concerned with
minority affairs not only in the
Com. College conununlty, but in
New London .. well. 0Ilen she
answers queries regaromg tile
procedure for an ethnic weddina.
true AfrIcan names for an ex-
Deded baby, and other cultural
Information, which generally
cannot be found in a library.
Through its members, UNITY
hopes to enrich the Connecticut
College experience for all
students by cooperating with
existing departments and
organizations In offering
culturally odented programa and
activities.
BOMBAY
BICYClE SHOP
SERVICE ON ALL MODELS
289 MAIN ST.
NORWICH-889·394
WE IUIOWTlAIR
JQIISIOlIlJ _11$
140 captain's Walk
New London • 442-()681
The New london Mall •
New London • 447-2968
S33~SOO..OOO
Unelaimed
Seholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
UNCLANED SCHOLARSHPS
1'~Massachusetts Ave.• los Angeles. CA 90025
o I am enclosing 59.95 plus 51.00 for postage and handling.------------------------
I PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF II UNCLANED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCESTO: I
I Name --:-_________ ,
'I ,IAddress _
I II City State Zip_ I
I (t;ali~ 'rnia residents please add 6% sales tax.! I",···L10 ..;:.1--
- --_._-
Daniloff felt the pulse of Watergate
In 1973 Mr. DanUoff won his
Neiman Fellowship at Harvard
and when he returned to
washington he was sent to cover
the White HOUIl!.This was the
period of Nixon's involvement
with the Supreme Court over the
tapes, and as Mr. Daniloff said,
"I saw the disintegration of this
'administration at very close
hand"
When asked about the attitude
of the White House staff toward
reporters, his first comment
was: "Nixon himself wasn't good
at communicating with people."
He described Ron Zeigler as a
')romg, brash, courageous man
with limited experience and
intellectual ambition," Danllolf
said that since the atmosphere
was so polsonous in the White
House at that time, Zeigler had
no choice but to respond of-
fensively to the press. After ex-
President Nixon's resignation,
Zeigler told the press, with red
eyes, looking like "a dog with his
tail hetween his legs," that they
had been brutal but on the right
track, and that they should keep
letters to the editors:---
By MImIG.oU
Mr. Nicholas Danlloff, a
reporter for the Uoi!ed Press
Intem8t1onal, (UPI) was the
guest speaker at a colleespooll
sessioD, 'l\JlmIday, 'Oct. 16 at
College House.
A former Neiman Fellow of
journalism' at Harvard, the
current reporter of International
affalrs 01\ capitol Hill centered
his dlacusslon around his ob-
se'Vationa of the IIe1d of jwr-
nalism.
From being a copy boy at the
WasbIngton Poot after spending
llla lIIIdergraduate and graduate
years at Harvard, Mr. DanUoIf
speDt a year in Osford, where he
became aaooclated with U.P.I.
He was then sent to Geneva as
their bureau manager, acquiring
his first acllla1 reporting ex-
perieo<e.
From 1961 to I~ Mr. Daniloff
sorved as a foreign conespon-
dent iiiMoscow. He said that he
arrived during a very exciting
time since the Bertin wall had
just been constructed and since
Khrushchev was still In power.
He explained that censorship had
heenabolishedin May of 1961, but
subjects which reporters still
needed to handle with special continued from page four
care were the condition of the private office for advisory
Jews, the Soviet leaders, and the conferences with dance majors.
Soviet-Chinese rift. Although The Department has other
reporters were subject to ex- space needs (as do all depart-
pulsion if their articles were too ments). Studio space for
forceful, Mr. DanUoff admitted costumes, musical Instruments
that he did not feel pressured or and audio-visual equipment are
substantially influenced by the limited. Faculty must change in
Russian regulations. . the public locker rooms or
CeaaonblplllSovietUniOIl lavatories in Cro. Nonetheless, I
When cenJIQr1lblp was in effect find it appalling that the
in the Soviet Union, ccrrespon- Department chairman does not
dents had to report to the central even have a private office.
telegraph office in order to have eonnecticut College has one of
/heir arttcJa cbecl<ed. When the most weD-respected dance
Stalin dled. Mr. Harry Shapiro, a departments In the country
friend of Mr. DaniJo/f's, was (three and four year majors are
working inMoscow. Mr. Shapiro offered in conjunction .with the
had sent his driver downtown to renowned American Dance
pelt up a Soviet newspaper, at its Festival, a six week summer
cenlral office, but when the dance program held on campus).
driver arrived, he found all of the The Department also offers one
employees upset and of the few Master of Fine Arts In
diso<ganized. In the midst of the Dance programs In the East.
chaos. he heard that Sta1in had Last year the Department
died and tbat the two major received job vacancy notices for
p&P«s were coUaherating on dance InstruCtors and professors
presenting the news. from colleges and universities all
When Mr. ShaPiro heard the over the United States at an
new1l,. he telephoned the London average of two a weelt (and
bureau r#. the U.P:l. and asked almost all required that ap-
the desk clerk: "00 you know p1icants have an MFA degree).
what happened here today?" The Movement education for children
~-~ cia .... re-'<es·. "stann died." ndard ....- •• .... is rapidly becoming sta in
As soon asMr. Sbaplro answered many public school curriculums
allirmatively, the phone was across the country.
disconnected. The list of rationales lor a
Nicholas Danllolf explained college like Connecticut to
that photographll were usually continue graduating dance
sent before the c""lions so that it majors could go on -- without
wou1d be difficult to make direct even mentioning that dance as an
_ .......,;_.. In the case of............ ~_ art form is gaining greater
tel-''''''n 111m, be said that the~._ recognition and statlD'e in the
custom was to slip the 111m into United States. Few Connecticut
the pocItets of tourists at the graduates will ever dnminate the'
airport and ask them.to deliver it sIIlge of the New Vorl< City
to the nearest U.P.I. bureau. Ballet, but then those. select
Unfortunately, tbe fUm was performers often do not bother
llCcassionallv confiscated at with college. Connecticut's
1!Im!P" c.toma. emphasis, as I perceived it after
Rdam to WublqtoD a year in the Department, is the
After his years in Moscow, Mr. grooming of a performer-
Ooniloff returned to the teacher-choreographer - in an
Wasbjngton Poat for one year as environment of rigorous tech-
an asaistaot foreign editor, and oichal and compositional training
then joined the Washington under a variety of recognized
bureau. of the U.P.I. from 1966 to professional artists and sound
1973. Covering the State academic training In the liberal
Department, he was involved arts.
with negotistions concerning the The time is past due for this
Vietnam war, the Middle Eastern step-child of the acadmic
!~ ~tJJ£ jny,8I1P.!l __- J/llfL-<Illle"parar_Ma te be-aeoorded III
uecnosiovakia.
i•-
To the Editorial Board,
In the last issue of PundIt, the
last page was composed of ad-
vertisements and stories con-
tinued from previous pages. In
the weeks previous, the last page
was occupied by a full-page ad.
The last page of a tabloid-
fonnat newspaper is second in
importance only to the first. It is
the only page other than the first
visible without a conscious effort
to open the paper. Here's a Fall special for College Students
Many fairly successful tabloid- from Mystic Marinelife Aquarium: show
fonnat newspapers reserve their your student 1.0. and pay only $1.50
last page as the first page of one ..half the regular admission price.
c1 their feat'-~ed sections. Some Offer good every day
examples: The New York Post, except Sunday.
New York Dally News, and even Newest exhibit is a female Beluga
the Groton News) (on ",bote whale namedOkanitoo, (Eskimo for
preues PaDdIt is printed) begin "little woman"). She measures 9
their sports coverage on the last feet, weighs about 650 pounds
p81e; and the Village Voice and is the only whale in an
begins its fine arts coverage on aquarium in New England.
the last page. Our special attraction is the dem-
That an ad appeared on the last onstration by the Dolphins and
page of PaDdtt for several weeks, Sea Lions in the 1400seat Marine
disnrpting the previous fonnat Theater. Then, there are the reef
displays, the sharks, and ail the
can only mean, I sincerely hope, rest of our more than 2,000
the advertiser paid a can· specimens of undersea life.
siderable charge over the~evaillng advertising rate for Come enjoy an"unusuaJ mixture
of education and recreation.
the privilege of having his ad We're nearby, at the Mystic Exit 01
appear in the most prominent 1-95.Free parking, gift shop, open 9am
possible space in the paper. .. to 6pm. If you can get a group of 10 or
To move the sports section ~ more together, make an advance reserva- .
inside the paper, while making tion and you qualify for the 99c student
the last page the junk page is to v group rate.
~~i~%,:~~~f:..~~~~~ti~~ Mystic Marinelife Aquarium
the last section implies a flD'ther Mystic Exj~ 1·95,Mystic, CT
outl:aut'dOtf-ng ~4_~~,,.. ._-~..................-_...-..
up the good worlt.
PosIUou 01Reporter Dllflcnlt
After covering the White
House, Danilolf was transferred
to capitol Hill, where his main
concern has been with the in-
terference of Congress in in-
ternational affairs, During his
years in journalism, Mr. Danilolf
said that he has found the daily
pressures and the powerless
position of the reporter to he the
most difficult conditions to be
worl<lng under. He added that a
reporter needs to he excited over
events in order to report them, no
matter how repetitious the event
may be. IIa reporter remarks to
his editor that a specific person
made the same comment a week
ago, the editor will merely reply
that it's the first time the person
is making the comment today.
A discolD'aglng, yet typical
thought which Daniloff offered to
share, was the fact that there are
times when lie feels that he is
"just providing words to a public
that will only wrap the garbage in
their newspaper the very next
day."
consideration and respect given
ail other departments at this
College.
Sincerely yours,
ADnR. Nye
ססoo:---
cleaners
To Pundit and the College
Community:
Where are the vacuum
cleaners in South Campus? II
anyone has possessed them, let's
at least share a teenie bit.
_ A student slowly succumbing
to various and sundry dust -
induced diseases.
agam.
Campus is no haven
Security log
It has been reported that over
the vacstion 4 bicycles were
stolen - I from Lazrus and 3
from Marshall.
The SeclD'ity reports that on 3
seperate occasions, a water
balloon filled with mysterious
white fluid bombarded a patrol
cruiser. Mr. O'Grady, Director of
SeclD'ity, wants to inform people
ri. the danger in this, if the
balloon hits the driver of the car,
it could cause him to lose control
of the vehicle and possibily hit a
passer-by.
In past weeks, including the
October break, 6 thefts and 3
accounts of malicious behavior
have oceured on COM.'S campus.
On Oct. 15 it was reported that
there was I theft in the mens
locker room, One CoM. College
jersey, one practice jersey, and
two pairs of shorts were stolen;
their estimated values was
unreported
On Oct. 16, it was reported that
there wu another theft in the-
mens locker room. One pair ri.
football shoes, claimed to be
valued at $24 was stolen.
Cummingsexhibition--..,....----
continued from page aIDe series ri. impressions and images
between tjJe multiple realities of from the past, yet they are not
light and the actual facade. In divorced from the present. It IS a
addition, the artist feels em- singular "ad hoc" statement, not
barrassed at being sentimental, only ahout the artist's life, but of
so he trushes it away with the Man'scontemporaryconlusion-
gold! an attempt to relive the days of
All the paintings delineate the his youth and siinultaneously be
sentimentality of a middie-aged ashamed to do so.
man reviewing his life. Each is a
SHOW us
YOUR 1.1.
Be GET 1MFOR HALF PRICE!
\___ --.;.. .... .... ...-i •
NewLondoncandidai;sidentifi;d-------
eontlnned from page sevencumoent: past Foreman of F.L. Beth El and Ahavath Olesed Anthony Maiorana and Eugenie
AllenHookand Ladder Co.; Vice- ~agogues; founder of Lenny B. Kelly, and the Republican
President of the Volunteer stein Fund for Leukemia UlClDDbentis Evelyn Louziotis.
Fireman's Association; past Research. The third Democratic candidate
Vice-President of the Basketball ~oward Joyce: fonner Chief is Bruno Girl, and the renlllining
AsSociation; and member of the ward, New London Metal two Republican candidates are
Democratic Town Committee Trades Council. Peter Hayden and William Johl.
Knights of Columbus. Joseph Femino: manager of
Agnes N. Wildes, Incumbent: Sea~rt Gallery. CLASSIF
Chairman, Board's Policy Alvin Kinsall: Supervisor of lED
Committee, and served on Personnel Services, Electric Did you play a musical in-
Budget Committee; served on Boat; past President, Harbor strwnent once upon a time?
New London Community School PTO. Something you played in the high
Resources Commission and Stephen McGuire: graduate St school band or because your
member of the New London A~selm's College; forme~ mother made you that you
Historical Society and League of Director, Southeastern Con- haven't played in years and is
Women Voters. nectl~ut Home Builders now collecting dust somewhere?
Raymond F. Haworth, In- Assoc~ation; Director of Con- Would you be interested in
cumbent: Engineering Super- struction, Achenbach Realty Co.; giving, selling, or lending it to
visor, Electric Boat; former honorable discharge, Connecticut me? If so, give me a call- Ben, tuntinuvd [rum Pagv 1%
activities include Chairman National Guard. ext. 235, or 447-9959. I am also downgrading of the value Ii
Junior High PTA, Advisory Agueda Penatlor: teacher 's interested in a lesson or two in the sports and sports reportage
Council on Education and New tralnl~g two years; member, St. care of and the basics of the in- within the college community.
London Planning Board. Mary. s Church, Filipino. strument:.-._____ The conclusion which may be
William Cibes, Jr., Incumbent: American Association from 1951; drawn from the movement Ii
served on Evaluation, Continuing volunteer, Muscular Dystrophy, For sale: '6a Dodge wagon, sporta and the absence of a
and Bilingual Education Com- Cancer Crusade, Leukemia runnl1lg c ondltlcn ' S200 or weekly playbill is that the
mittees', professor at Connecticut ~clety of ,America and March of reasonable offer. Contact Laurie Editorial Board's pr imaryDim L ttl Pope, Box 1077,443·8581.College. . es; I e League Auxiliary concern is non-sporta writing as
Leo Jackson: Electric Boat Co. 1956 to pr~sent. M that is where the journalbtic
Personnel Representative' In- Bill White: educated in New edievalCity'--- action is; and the Board is much
struetor, Cost Reduction ~IYst, Lo~d~n public schools and less interested in heralding
Employment Interviewer; Norwich Regional Technical contlnned from page ten events, as a medium of cam-
served as Chairman, Easter Seal School graduate:" Vietnam Arthur and the Mythic Tradition" puswide communication.
lund.raising activities; member veteran,. U:S. Navy, Purple in November and a talk by Cora PnndIt, as an organ of the Tel.: 443-2282
Victory Lo<!geof Elks, NAACP. H~art; Dll"ector of Maintenance, Lutz, a Connecticut College student body, raises the question
Republicans for Board . Mitchell College. alumna and presently Curator of by its actions, is this what th~ THE STEREO WORKSHOP
of Education AllthreecurrentSelectrnen are Medieval Manuscripts at Yale student body wants?
Beatrice Eckstein: active in running for re-election. University. KarIK.Olristoffers 214 MontQuk Ave.r ....:.De::::m:::::oc~r~a::t::ic:....:i~n~c~um::b~e~n~ts~a~r::,e1--------:=:J:"'"----::--.:.::.:::.:::==:.~~======::;;=:dLer-e (...e.--- L
~c..
Grateful Dead in New Haven
COIItiIIned fnlm .....e _
up with "Hockin' PDeumonia JI
After a cwple Ii me~
original Garcia pieces which I've
never heard before but can only
describe as ''beautiful,'' the band
cJosed out with a full.wt version
of Nicky's frantic show«opper
"Edward the Mad Shirt Grin:
der." The tune was originally
recorded on Quicksilver'S laBt
good album, Shady Grove, and
Jerry's 8010 was a beautiful
embellished tribute to John
Cippolina and the rest of the 101lll-
~•gone San Francisoo lOund 0 ~
A1tbough the call for an en~ III
was long and loud, J gueao tbere-t
weren't enough Y8lies ~ %
to bring the band back for more ~
and the lights c~ back lip on ~ III
bappy but·1!igbt1y perturbed III
wdien~. ~
The sounds ....... great, the
crowd was great, and the band ;!
was well enough rehearsed to put Z
out a great live album (far 2
superior to Garcia's earlier :f
noodlings with Merle Saunders). •
It turned out to be a fine fine
evening Ii music at Woolsey: §
even if the Dead weren't raised
for the occaaJ .... All I can do now
is sit back with my memories of •
the night and wonder why Boz.. I:
zan! Promctions is wasting so _
mucb energy on a group like· ..
Return to Forever. ;;:
letters------
Turntables· Tuners
Arnps > Tapedecks
Receivers· Etc.
STEREO COMPONENT
SERVICE
LaiRDS
APPLEJACK
If Adam and Eve were
tempted by only one big, round
juicy delicious apple, think what.
, temptIng thIngs can happen
with 20 of them!
That's how many whole, tree-
ripened apples go into every fifth
of Laird's Apple Jack. And what
comes out of it is pure pleasure.
That SlIbtle hint of apple that
comes through naturally in
every drink you make with it.
Here are just a few.
. . Jack Rose. One jigger lemon
JWce, lh JIgger grenadine, 2 jig-
gers Laird's Apple Jack. Shake
the meridian sreener;j, rome rJ
1-.ea11\,~~ants,10 rneriaian ~ 'It
across from -the ~mca and the
rro~icill'l 'rd;el, open tues. -th~u
-sat, 10 to 5, annouilces B
speCial sal.elf'for com cdleg€
st.uaenh - 20 % off t.he
price of I'Irf ~ant with -thiS att-
offer expires nov,ro\>er 8
~ this same de~ is also offered at
the main st qreenerv 15'4l11a'lnst
ni8l\!ie ~ J I . ~
8l.ENOED APf'!.EJACK eo PROOf DlSTRl801ED BY W A. TAnDP & co t.UAWl FIA ,.; - ~ ).' ......~
•• ' ;;!I ",..
.... .t ..- ~ ...... -- ....
with ice; strain into cocktail
glass,
.Big Apple. Pour one jigger
Laird's Apple Jack into a high-
ball glass, over ice. Fill wi th 7-
Up. Add a slice ollemon or lime. -
Coke & Apple.! jigger Laird's
Apple Jack over ice in a highball
glass. Add coke and a twist.
Maybe Adam and Eve didn't
do right by the apple, but you
won't go wrong with Laird"s
AppleJack. (Send for your free
recipe book to: Apple -
Jack, P.O. Box flJ77.
New York,
N.Y.!OO22).'-
ISPORTSZ1ME
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Field hockey eleven enter two shut-outs;
Three games remain in schedule
By A1laon McMIllan
Last Wednesday, ten members
rlthe women's field bockey team
plus one recnrlt traveled (minus
the soccer team) to Fairfield
University. sparked by a stro~
defensive line led by Kit Shaeffer,
Wendy Maca1lister and Terry
Hazard, the camela posted an
impressive 7-0 win. Flrst-half
goals were scored by Sara
Burcbenal (2), Wendy Crandall
and Pam Crawford. Psyched by
an appropriate cheer, "S-CO-R-
E, score," the camels dominated
the play in the 2nd balf with their
stickwork.
"The action was tense,"
commented goalie Laura Dickey.
"I slopped tbe only shot on goal."
Fullbacks Deb TomiIson and
Betsy Manlove had no comment
about the action but dubbed
Fairfield's field, "Crater City".
Scoring in the second balf was
Wendy CrandaU (2) and Sara
Burcbenal, assisted by well-
placed passes from wings Sue
Avelges and HoUy Smith.
Two weeks ago today, tbe team
played the University of
Bridgeport on borne turf and
posted an easy Il..() victory. Goals
were scored by Sara Burcbenal
(4), Wendy CrandaU (2) and
Buffie Asbforth (2), with assists
by wings Ginny Clarkson and
Emily Wolfe and left balf Kit
Shaeffer (2).
Three games remain to be
played this season: Oct. 29th at
Holy Cross, Nov. 5th against Yale
at horne, and Friday, Nov. 7th at
Brown.
Tennis team looks hopefully ahead
To improved spring season
by "JImbo" Jim Dicker
The Connecticut CoUege men's
tennis team ended their falI
season on a disappointing note by
dropping identical ~ matches to
the Coast Guard Academy. The
team finisbeil with a 1-3 record,
the lone victory coming against
Eastern: Connecticut Siate
Conege.
At home last Wednesday
against the Cadets, the nelmen
fell oeepoint short of victory. The
Camels' mur points came in
victories by Robby 80berts,
Steven Banker, Jim Dicker and
the doubles team of Roberts and
Yabia. Afterwards, the team
looked forward to the return
meeting with tbe coasties.
Playing at tbe Academy on
Friday, Greg "Yahoo" Yahia and
"Jimbo" Jim Dicker each won
~elin!Lthree-set slngles_matcb-
cnes. Ethan "Wolf it down" Wolf
wonhis singles encounters easily
and lbe team score stood at 3.::l
with the doubles about to start
WIder the Ughls. The Camels took
.flrst doubles with Roberts and
Yahoo Yah!a poBtlDg a straight
set wilL bul lost the second
Score misleading;
Play rated A-l
aUowlng only one goal. That lone
goarwas a great shot that no one
could bave stopped, except
maybe Lessig. Anyway, the score
was tied and overtime seemed to
be getting closer.
At that point Bill Clark, playing
!lis first full game because of a
rasb of injuries, decided be didn't
want to stay out in tbe rain
anymore. He calmly put a ball
into the net from about twenty-
five yal-ds out. Tbe game ended
just in time for the team to run
over to tbe bar and watch Evel
Knlevel try and kill himself.
Perry liked the part wben Evel
was pulling "wbeelies" in bis
wheeliemobile. Anyway, Evel
made the jump, and tbe camels
won a soccer game. Not bad for a
rainy Saturday. Lessig was
happy, the Camels were happy,
and even Medger Evers' bench
was bappy, as Lessig's van
proved to be a great place to
watch the game from. Not only
did tbey keep dry wbile they were
in tbere; they also seemed
oblivious to tbe rain wben they
got out.
The team now bas four games
left, and if tbey keep winning
they'll come out of the seaso~
with an even .500 record, which is
very respectable for a young
team In its first year in the
NCAA. This Saturday, tbe
camels go up against Western
New England, a team tbat is
ranked among tbe best schools in
New England.
Sodden players rise
Above weather to win
Rain ." everyone knows what
rain is. Bully Briggs said, "Sure,
I know." and Sbemp answered,
"Yeah, it's wet!" But not
everyone knows everything about
rain, as F. Bogel once com-
mented, "To know what rain
might represent is like trying to
kiss a shark, it's bard." Rain can
be good, rain can be bad. John
Alderman states, "Rain is rain"
but some people love rain,
especially the Conn. College
Camels. They thrive on it, as they
proved it In beating Medger
Evers CoUege on Saturday af-
ternoon to extend their winning
streak to one game.
Seriously, though, despite the
weather,tbe game proved-to.bJO.
exciting - ask aU be fans that
were watching out of Briggs'
window. No, forget that, ask
-Tucker wbo was standlng out in
the rain witb an umbrella in bis
hand for two hours ... one
problem though, he didn't
remember to open it until it
stopped raining.
Lessig made up for the lack of
support by getting his guys
moving together quickly. Dave
Kelley responded early by
smashing in a penalty kick about
halfway through the first balf.
The action continued throughout
the rest of tbe balf and Into the
second period. Both goaltenders
were severely tested throughout
the game and Camel freshman
Peter Stokes came through with
!lis best effort of the season,
Riders are doing well;
1Gray twice a champion
by Usa Schwartz
On Thursday, October 23
women's termis team traveled ~
Brown University In Providence
Rhode Island, to play their fifth
match of tbe seaSOll. They were
soondly defeated 9-0, but many
felt the match was wei! played.
After lhe matcb, Coach Sheryl
Yeary said that sbe felt thatlhe
scores were not indicative of the
overall quality of play noting that
many of lbe games went 10 deuce.
Mark Glassner, a spectator
said he· felt that "the matche~
were weU played and there were
a group of fine players oul on the
courts."
The loss brlngs the team's
__ ....., .._.•_ ..-_'l£c!'r~.~p:t.~~-----.-....-.....
doubles; also In stralgbt sets. AU
eyes (including Uncle Sam's)
turned towards tblrd doubles
where Steve "Baseline" Banker
and "Jimbo" Jim Dicker were
down three match points In the
second set before squaring tbe
match at one set apiece. The
tblrd and IInaI set came down to
the twelfth game, whereupon
facing match point "Basellne"
lost bis concentration and
HJimbo" lost a contact lens on
the last falal return of serve. The
Camels bad succumbed on tbe
basis of a fantasy and a contact
lens. What a way to go. Tbe post-
match dinner at Burger King
made tbe defeat that .mucb The Connecticut CoUege ridlng Point Rider Championship with
harder to digest. team bas competed In 2 borse- Cyntbia Rockwell of Tufts
Looklng forward to the spring shows this season. Team University. Julie placed second
season, suave (so be says) Coach members are all members of the in tbe ride .. ff for the cbam-
Wynne Bohannon expects an Ssbre and Spur Club. Tbe team pionsblo and earned Reserve HiiIh
improved performance from bis does not transport borses to the point rider for tbe day. Lou-
squad. Winter pratices will be inter-collegiate sbows' tbe necticul CoUegeplaced fourth out
scheduled to keep tbe players in coilege sponsoring tbe' show of evelen teams, with 22 points.
shape and seniors Robby Roberts ",'uvules borses. Riders draw Conn. sent a large team of
and Greg Yabia bave been horses out of a bat, and mount riders to the University of
elected team captains. In ad- approximately 3 minutes or less Massacbusetts borsesbow held
dition to-Roberts and Yabia, tbe before entering tbe class. The October 25. Riders wbo braved
other team members are Steve rider is faced with ridlng an the rain and mud were: Della
Banker, Dave Rosenfeld, Larry unknown borse in competition. Pollack, Vicki Saxer, Diilna
"Guillermo" Yabia, Jim Dicker, The first sbow of the 75-76 Ridgway, Carol Rubin, HoUy
Ethan Wolfe. and Peter Krafl. season was sponsored by Wor- Mick, Jill Gogan, Lee Stack,
cester State on October 11 Randi Hansen, Laurie Pope,
Members attending tbe sbo~ Abby Weed, Micbael Reardon,
were: Abby Weed, Micbael Julie Grey and Lee Lanstaff.
Reardon, Laurie Pope, Lee In the Beginning Walk-trot-
Langstaff, David Sargent, Julie canter division, Vicki Saxer
Grey, Marie Christine Hams, and placed fourth and Jill Gogan
Joan zaprzalka. placed fiftb. Advanced walk-trot
Lee Langstaff competed in the rider HoUyMick placed second in
Open Horsemansbip Class ber class. Riding in the Advanced
placing second on tbe flal and walk-trot-canter class, Randl
sixth over fences. Competing In Hansen won first, Laurie Pope
the Novice division, Julie Grey placed second and Abby Weed
won first on tbe flat and second fiftb. Novice rider Lee Stack
over fences. Conn. CoUege riders placed tbird on the flat. Also in
In Division III (beginner waIk- the Novice division, Julie Grey
trot-canter) were Mike Rardon won first on tbe flat and first over
placlng: second, Laurie Pope fences, earning 14 points and the
placlng second and Joan zapr- High Point Rider Cbampionship
za1ka placlng fourtb. Advanced for the show. Open rider Lee
walk-trot canter riders David Langstaff Placed fourth on the
Sargent and Abby Weed placed flat.
fifth and fourth, respectively. The next sbow the ridlng team
Beginner walk-trot rider Marie will compete in is sponsored by
Christine Homs placed sixth In University of Hartford November
ber first show. 8. The show will be beld at the
.Julie Grey earned 12 points Shallowbrook Equestrian Center
for the daYJlIJlII tlId'fclr-tbe" Hlib '".~ ~'?!~~~~".'i.t~c.u,t. 1>."'"
Flag football
Roars to finish
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Joe Namath In action.
by Steve PrIce
It's that time of the year when
sweeps, screens, options,
reverses, and other distinctions
merge into the blur that is flag
football during the last few weeks
ri the schedule. The season rolls
on with some teams secure in the
knowledge that they will be in the
layoffs, others hoping for the
",set that would elevate them to
pos~season play, and a few that
.. e just playing out the string.
Morrisson and Lambdin, two
teams seemingly on a collision
course toward the Super Bowl,
humbled two of the South
Division leaders over the
weekend. Morrisson over-
powered previously unbeaten
Harkness in the rain, 4~14.
Keyed by a consistent ground
Rame led by Peter Gale and
another superh two way per-
fonnance oy AnDy lU'evotin,
Morrisson jumped out to a ~
balltime lead that was never
threatened.
Lambdin banded the Quad its
second loss by a convincing 31~
score. The victors were led by the
running of Bob House and the
four touchdown PSS'" thrown by
Tom Deedy, who remarked after
the game that "the most trouble I •
bad all day was keeping my pants §
on. "
In other games, Smith-Birdick
pulled away from Wright in the III
second half to win 23-7.Freeman- III
Windham, led by end Carl" lD
Gonzales, defeated Hamilton 33- :c;
14. K.B. finally trought their ;;l
lifense out of biding but still lost
to Larrabee 3S-28. In a game
between two teams with no
chance for the playoffs, J.A. beat
Hamilton 21~.
Head of the Charles Regatta
Brings rowers to Massachusetts
SCH.OUL.
Thursday, Oct. 30. 3:30, Larnb .. VI. H.rkn ....
Friday, Oct. 31, 3:30, K.B. VI. wright.
saturday, Nov. 1. 10:30, Lambdin VI. J./t...
1:30, Quad VI. Hamilton.
Monday, Nov. 3, 3:30, Park VI. J.A.
Tu.sday, Nov. 4, 3:30, Fr •• man·Wlndham VI. Lambdin.
Wednesday. Nov. 5. 3:30, L.rr.b .. VI. Smlth·Burdlck.
by Anne RobWard
The crew team rowed in the
11th annual Head of the Charles
Regatta last Sunday for-the
secondtime, While the race is out
ri sesson for Conn., it is the
largest event of its kind and quite
an esperience in itself.
The race is sponsored by the
Cambridge Boat Club and is open
to crews of all kinds including
high .sehools, clubs, colleges and
universities. The participants
range from first year OIII'1lmento
Olympians.
There were 683 crews com-
peting with over 2,800 rowers.
The course itself is a double test
for crews, putting the cOl<wain's
ability to a severe test and
cba!lenging the endurance of the
oarsmen due to its 3 mile length.
An estimated 50,000spectators
were ranged on the banks and
bridges of the Charles to watch
this day-long event. The factor
that makes this race interesting
to the spectators is the ove r-
whelming number of boats that
lake running starts only ten
seconds apart causing a con-
tinuous stream of traffic on the
river. One student felt that it was
just a nice race to watch because
of the cheering, enthusiasm and
the wide range of people both
watching and participating.
Conn. brought five crews to the
Charles; men's lightweight eight,
lightweight four and a
heavyweight four and a women's
eight and four. The race is
tabulated by computer and the
results are not official until fouls
and protest are declded. Conn.
did above average placing in the
twenties and thirties out of a
maximum of 40 boats per race.
The Vesper Boat Club of
Pbiladelpbia won the women's
eight with two Conn. alumnae in
their boat, Anita DeFrantz and
cathy Menges.
On the wbole, Conn.'s per-
fonnance was respeelable since
they haven't started serious
'training yet. The experience
gained in rowing over a difficult
course and in hearing a cheer for
Conn. from somewhere in a
crowd ri 50,000makes it an event
well worth attending.
On October 19, the women's
crew team competed in the
National Invitational Women's
Regatta in Holyoke, Mass. It was
the first running of this race and
for most crews, it was an in-
formal affair since it was out of
season. The women's varsity
missed qualifying for the grand
final but won the petite final
beating Trinity and Marist
College. It was a big blow for
Trinity since this was to be a big
race in their fall varsity season.
The junior varsity crew placed
fourth out of five.
J.V. soccer team meets
Thames Vallley next
by Lee Barnes applied constant pressure on the
A noted theologian once said, ,East. Conn. goalie and kept the
"It matters not whether you win action in the East. Conn. end
or lose _ it's how you play the throughout much of the game.
game." Well, the J.V. soccer How:ever, the Camels were
team seems to be taking this contmuously frustrated by the
propbecy as the Gospel truth;.. East. .Conn. netminder and a
since their record has now defensIVe lapse gav.e the VISItors
slipped to 0 and 3. The 'Camels the only goal in their I~ VIctory.
latest defeat came at the hands of But fans, take heart - the team
Eastern Conneclicut Staie, by a bas no~ reached Its peak and a
score of I~. VIctory m the next game, against
This ,!1!S,delinitely theJV"s Th~es Valley, IS. well, ~~
best effort of t'he seasOn as they t¥tr~tlM~ .
STANOINGS ( •• m•• ",rou.~ Oct. 271
NORTH OIVISION
SOUT14 D\V,S\OM
The men's crew competed. in
the Head of the Connecticut
Regatta in Middletown on 0c-
tober 12. They trought three
crews that Coach Ricci described
as "throw-together boats." The
two lightweight eights placed
fifth and 'seventh. The
heavyweight eight placed 20th I
out .of 27 and the heavyweight
four placed 17th 01 22.
MorrIlton
Lambdin
Larrab ..
Wright
Hamilton
Park'
Harkness
Sm'th.Burd'ck
Quad
Freem8n.W,ndh8m
J.A.
K.B.
W L T
5 0 1
4 0 1
320
1 4 1
1 5 1
030
W L T
4 1 0
4 I 0
330
330
2·" II
o • 0
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SUPPORI YOUR
FAVORIIE AIHLETE
Chipp's Famous Athletic Supporters are an amusin~ answer to
many gift giving situations. Available for the followmg schools,
sports, an~_g~E"_e~~'!~~:~~"p,!!,,~,:,p"p~~!r.:.. •----_.~-_.
Mail O,de,;: Chipp Inc., 14 E44th, N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
Am. Exp,e .. 0'Maste' Cha'ge fI --------Name _
Street _
City Stote __ Zip ----------
Wai.t Size_: Make Checks a"d Money O,ders
payable to Chipp, Inc. Add $1.25 Parcel Post end Ins Fo,
Each Shipment.
Con". College - Pundit......... _ .... #
1
Yale Harvard, Princeton,
Bro"';'n, Cornell, Columbia,
U of Pa, Dartmouth, Notre
Dame Ohio S"tate,
lafayette, Tennis, Golf,
Football, Soccer, Hockey,
Basketball, Nauticol, IVa,
Baclcgammon, Moneybag,
Ski, Rebel Flag.
"•• 'tV ~t
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.. III
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Go home on Allegheny. And
save yourself some money. We
offer a wide variety of discount
travel plans with big savings for
groups and individuals.
Tbe Liberty Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places
besides, with unlimited travel at
one low price. You get a choice of
3 plans. too-? days for $129. 14
days for $149 and 21 days for $179.
Good everywhere we fly. except
Canada.
Group 10. Save up to 33V,%
roundtrip" (up to 20% one way).
Groups of 10 or more save when
they purchase tickets 48 hours in
advance and take olftogether. And
you can each return separately, if
you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9. Save up to 20%
roundtrip. Groups of 4 to 9 save
when you make reservations 48
heurs in advance and fly together
to and from selected cities. Stay at
least 3 but no more than 30 days.
Leave before noon on weekdays-
anytime on weekends.
Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a Saturday or
Sunday.
For complete information on
all of our mor« y-saving dscount
travel plans and fight reser ations,
see your Travel i\gent or c, II your
local Allegheny Airlines i.serva-
tions number. An j get read' to go
home or anywhere else.
•i PIZZA WIT1:~~EERYtc ORDER OF 4
• 88 OCEAN AVE.
443-0870~ .:
isz
~.. ,....--------,
OCEAN
PIZZA PALACE
ALLEG N~
America's 6th laraest passe er-carrvina airline.
We hope that each registered voter
will exercise his or her own
INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT in
selecting those candidates best
qualified for -City Council, Board of
Education, and Board of Selectman.
Take the time to examine EACH
candidate's views on relevant issues
-. you'd be surprised how diverse the.
opinions range even within one party.
Specializes in
Birthday Parties
And Gatherings
SEAFOOD - SPAGHETTI
HOT OVEll BIIIIOERS
f3[LlItfS
PUARMACY
7'l3 Wllli<lr1;Slreet ~
TE'le~,()-,E': ·1+,'-1815 .b
TJ.j[ f.OMPUJI p~
Ffi.'[f CJEl/,~R'y
*Speed on 126-110
,~~~,~~:'~~R~~
zor-r- ..-"i-. ;re~['~-r-..Ll.Li5
An important reminder ...
As one candidate explained, "Pulling
a party lever is often the sign of a lazy
and ignorant voter."
Demonstrate that YOU are an in-
formed citizen by voting for the can-
-didates who YOU believe will best
serve New London.
A community service message by the
Connecticut College Young Republicans
November 4 (Tuesday) is Election Day
ri
